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Merging Engineering Education with Service-

Learning: How Community Based Projects 

Encourage Socially Conscious Engineers 
 

By Aaron Brown
 
& Michael Bauer

†
 

 
Engineers provide essential services to society, solving pressing challenges 

through technological inventiveness. Students new to engineering often cite the 

lure of creative problem solving as attracting them to the discipline. However, 

traditional engineering curricula typically focus on a narrow application of 

fundamentals for solving closed-ended problems. Too often, engineering 

programs do not encourage inventive expression in problem solving. Not 

surprisingly, the attrition rate for engineering programs is unusually high. 

Recently, engineering education has shifted its focus to new, more engaging 

practices that incorporate hands-on methods, boosting prospects for students to 

engage in creative problem solving. Because service learning provides 

opportunities for applied work, incorporating it into engineering education 

programs in can engage students positively and lower attrition rates. Moreover, 

since engineers are fundamentally involved with social improvement, then 

engaging students in activities that expand their understanding of the potential 

impact their skills may impart to a community is not only prudent but best 

practices. This paper explores two case studies of community-based service 

learning engineering projects, highlighting community partnerships, analyses 

and decision-making that helped drive designs and outcomes. It explores how 

both the communities and students benefitted, focusing notably on the influence 

these activities had on student understanding of their work, academic and/or 

professional direction and social consciousness. These are analyzed via 

longitudinal reporting of students incorporating lessons learned several years 

post-project. The service learning projects took place in marginalized 

communities in Denver and Costa Rica. In the Denver project, engineering 

students designed, built and installed low cost solar heaters into an area with 

poor housing stock. In Costa Rica, students built a solar water heater for a local 

school. 

 

Keywords: applied learning, engineering education, experiential learning, 

service-learning. 

 

 

Introduction  

 

Engineering is a discipline with service as a core attribute of the profession: 

service to community, and society (Lucena, 2013; Layton, 1986). Engineers 

employ technological inventiveness to solve pressing challenges. In fact, neophytes 

often cite the potential for creative problem solving as an attractive lure to pursue 
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†
Director of Sustainability, Naropa University, USA. 
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an education in engineering (Besterfield-Sacre, Atman, & Shuman, 1997; Matuso-

vich, Streveler, & Miller, 2013). However, traditional engineering curricula 

typically focus on narrowly applying theory and fundamentals to solve sanitized, 

closed-ended problems. If engineering programs do not encourage inventive, 

inclusive expression in problem solving, they risk severing connections between 

theory and practice and between student and society. This relative disconnect 

contributes to an unusually high student attrition rate in those engineering 

programs (Astin, 1993; Moller & Eide, 1997; Besterfield-Sacre, Atman, & 

Shuman, 1997; Litzinger, Lattuca, & Hadgraft, 2011; Marra, Rodgers, Shen, & 

Bogue, 2012). 

Recently, engineering education professionals have advocated shifting their 

focus to incorporate more community opportunities that engage students directly 

in creative problem solving through practical application. Service-learning projects 

can provide opportunities that fit these criteria. Therefore, infusing engineering 

curricula with service-learning programs can actively involve students and thereby 

lower attrition rates (Budny & Gradoville, 2011) (Coyle, Jamieson, & Oakes, 

2005; Moskal, Skokan, Muñoz, & Gosink, 2008). Moreover, since engineers are 

fundamentally involved with social improvement, then immersing students in 

service-learning activities that clearly display the impact of their skills on a 

community is not only prudent, but best practices (Litchfield, Javernick-Will, & 

Maul, 2015). 

Considering this ideology, the following paper shares evidence that indicate 

how one engineering program benefited from imbuing its curricula with service-

learning opportunities. This paper explores two case studies of community-based 

service-learning engineering projects, and in so doing, discusses community 

partnerships, analyses and the decisions that drove project designs and outcomes. 

It explores how both the communities and students benefitted, focusing notably on 

the influence these activities had on student understanding of their work, any 

changes in academic or professional direction, and shifts in social consciousness. 

These are analyzed via longitudinal reporting of students incorporating lessons 

learned into their present lives and careers, several years post-project. The service-

learning community projects examined are as follows: 

 

 Solar Water Heater in Costa Rica: engineering students built a solar water heater 

for a local school. 

 Solar Air Heaters in Denver: engineering students designed, built and installed 

low cost solar heaters into an impoverished and marginalized community. 

 

Concepts 

 

The current state of the practice loosely characterizes Service Learning, its 

definition encompassing a variety of educational experiences. For example, the 

spectrum of descriptions includes volunteerism, community service, field studies, 

and internships (Furco, 1996). With a historically nebulous identity, incorporating 

the term "service learning" may confuse the reader. As such, in this study service 

learning is defined as an educational approach that combines applied action with 

outcomes that benefit a partner community.  
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Social Consciousness is also a term that has been loosely characterized in the 

literature. The most commonly used definition has been put forth by Ammetorp 

(2007) who identified it as a "process involving increasing awareness of social 

historical context, the ability to think abstractly about time and place, and beyond 

the immediate everyday conditions to understand individual experience as 

embedded in a broader system of social relations" (p. 39). For the context of this 

paper, we elaborate as follows: a developed social consciousness is a developed 

awareness of the impact one might have on the social system in which one is 

immersed.  

In the present context, Educational Experience refers to students’ contact with 

the process by which the described learning and development occurs. 

 

Background 

 

Attrition rates for engineering students are high (Astin 1993; Moller-Wong & 

Eide 1997; Besterfield-Sacre, Atman, & Shuman, 1997; Bransford, Brown, & 

Cocking, 1999; Litzinger, Lattuca, & Hadgraft, 2011; Marra, Rodgers, Shen, & 

Bogue, 2013; Godfrey, Aubrey, & King, 2010; Litzler & Young, 2013; Geisinger 

& Raman, 2013). Service learning can ameliorate this problem (Litzinger, Lattuca, 

& Hadgraft, 2011; Marra, Rodgers, Shen, & Bogue, 2013; Litchfield, Javernick-

Will, & Maul, 2015; Budny & Gradoville, 2011; Moskal, Skokan, Munoz, & 

Gosink, 2008), so the question becomes how best to suffuse engineering programs 

with appropriate, meaningful service-learning projects. 

At Metropolitan State University of Denver (MSU Denver), the author 

launched a humanitarian engineering club to engage students in activities that 

benefit marginalized communities (Brown, 2015). Since its inception in 2009, the 

club has recruited on average 11 new students each semester. Metropolitan State 

University of Denver has an office of Applied Learning, which includes a service-

learning program. Students can earn certificates from this program in service 

learning by taking designated courses. Because MSU Denver is a strong advocate 

of the philosophy of Service-Learning, by natural extension the during recruitment 

efforts for the Humanitarian Engineering Club, the service-learning aspect of the 

club is heavily emphasized, with recent development projects highlighted at 

meetings and class presentations. In addition to the club, the Department of 

Engineering and Engineering Technology have created two service-learning 

courses. The courses, "Humanitarian Engineering" and "Design Experience" use 

the humanitarian engineering student club as a recruiting tool. Each semester, a 

sustainable community development project is identified which might be 

incorporated into the described courses and/or a student club activity. In 

approaching the projects, students are introduced to an analysis structure following 

the CARE model (Caldwell, 2002). This methodology guides project diagnosis 

through a methodical manner. This approach is systematic and holistic in its 

nature. The concept is to engage the involved community in a participatory 

identification of their issues. Students then direct diagnoses toward 1) the 

fundamental causes of these issues, and 2) approaching them an appropriate way 

that builds capacity for the community. The following diagram was borrowed 
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from Caldwell’s handbook, highlighting the interrelationships among the 

methodological components. 

 

Figure 1. Project Design Frame Work  

 
Source: CARE 

 

Additionally, students learn the concept of "appropriate technology" (Hazeltine 

& Bull, 1999; Schumacher, 1973) and how this philosophy might improve projects 

in the partner community. At the conclusion of each service-learning project, 

participating students are surveyed on the impact their projects had on their 

attitudes and beliefs. Additionally, the students involved in these projects were 

surveyed several years post-project (in most cases post-graduation) for longitudinal 

analysis, and to ascertain any influence the experiences may have had on their 

career paths. Additionally, the authors collected data on graduation rates of the 

students involved vs. rates in the larger engineering program.   

 

Costa Rica Hot Water Heater. In the winter interim term of 2014 (called 

"Winterim"), twelve students took part in the first edition of the "Humanitarian 

Engineering" course (described above). In this edition of the course students 

traveled to Costa Rica where they participated in an engineering project for a small 

school in an impoverished rural community. Employing the CARE analysis 

technique (Caldwell, 2002), students identified a solar hot water heater as one 

appropriate technology that might benefit the school and was reasonable to tackle 

and within the time frame of the class. The students designed and built a very 

simple solar hot water heater using locally available materials. Testing showed 
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their design to be effective and so, in collaboration with the beneficiary 

community, the new unit was installed at the school.  

 

Denver Solar Air Heaters. While the aforementioned project took part in a 

developing community in a developing country, impoverished communities 

located in wealthy industrialized countries still face the constraining effects of ill 

health, fewer education opportunities and economic isolation. These burdens 

interrelate in such a way that services and technologies in nearby wealthier 

communities, although available, remain financially inaccessible.  

The community of Westwood in Denver, Colorado is an example of a 

community faced with the marginalizing forced described above. Westwood is 

vulnerable to risks in a variety of domains: economic, social, cultural, health, 

safety and education (Brown, Teipel, Litchfield, Gilmore, 2014). However, 

Westwood is not without community resources. ReVision
1
 is a non-profit 

organization located in Westwood whose mission is to "educate, inspire, connect, 

and empower individuals and communities to achieve change through locally 

created, scalable models." Westwood possesses the capacity to mitigate 

vulnerabilities, and targeted intervention can augment that capacity. 

Graduate engineering students in the Sustainable Community Development 

class at the University of Colorado partnered with ReVision in Westwood to 

conduct a community appraisal, problem identification and technological 

intervention. During the community appraisal phase, residents of Westwood cited 

significant health and safety concerns around housing quality. Due to local income 

levels and neighborhood vintage, many houses were in poor repair and had 

inadequate insulation and inefficient heating systems, leading to high winter 

heating costs (Brown, 2015). During the problem identification phase residents 

revealed that high household energy costs were a problem, and that Westwood 

possesses the capacity to mitigate them (Bauer, 2014). At length, it was agreed that 

introducing solar furnace technology to the community could alleviate household 

heating expenses (Wojke, 2005; Smith, 2003). 

The aluminum can solar air heater is not an original technology. The furnaces 

proposed here are similar in design to others already in use around the world. 

However, a detailed literature review found no studies where practitioners 

implemented this very simple and sustainable technology into a marginalized 

community to mitigate high household energy expenses or indoor air quality 

issues (McKenzie-Moore & Smith, 2010; Smith, 2003; Brown, 2015). 

In Westwood, 10 students from the MSU Denver Humanitarian Engineering 

Club and the Design Experience class continued the work started by the University 

of Colorado graduate students. The data suggested that the soda can solar furnace 

might be an appropriate technology to introduce into the community, so the club 

members designed and constructed several additional models. After testing these 

models for performance, students installed several units into the community at 

households recruited by ReVision (Cotton, 2014). After several months, the 

students followed up with monitoring and evaluation to access the impact and 

success of the project for the involved households. In addition, as word spread in 

                                                           
1
http://www.revisioninternational.org. 
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the neighborhood about the benefits of the project, the students leveraged the 

community interest in the helpfulness of this technology to host a workshop in 

which they taught community members how to construct their own heaters with 

locally available supplies (Brown, 2015). 

 

 

Methods 

 

Upon completion of the service learning projects/class, the authors surveyed 

the participating MSU Denver Engineering students. The survey instrument is 

designed to measure the influence of service-learning work on students’ 

perspectives about engineering, their career interests, and social consciousness. 

This questionnaire borrows some from the American Association of Community 

Colleges "Student Service Learning Survey" (Carberry, Lee, & Swan, 2013) in 

conjunction with questions more specific to engineering service-learning. It is of 

mixed quantitative and qualitative methodology, including open-ended questions 

and discrete analysis. This correlates roughly to Ball and Lampert’s (1999) 

"multiples of time, evidence, and perspective," methodology. 

Appendix A presents the complete survey instrument. Appendix B shows the 

survey from 2015-16, several years post-project. Results from both aforementioned 

student experiences are pooled for analysis.  

As seen in Appendix A, qualitative data are collected via open-ended questions 

regarding students’ attitudes about engineering as a service profession, their career 

goals and their social consciousness; these data are collected, coded and analyzed. 

Quantitative data are collected via student enrollment rates, project participation 

and attrition rates in annual humanitarian engineering projects: community 

appraisal, design process, technology manufacture and community intervention. 

 

 

Results 

 

Initial Survey Indicators 

 

Adjectival responses were converted to numerical scores for analysis. The 

results from the initial post-project surveys (N=22) strongly indicate that the 

service-learning experience enhanced their educational experience, social 

consciousness of engineering as a discipline that serves society, and general 

interest in engineering. Survey questions were grouped by theme: Educational 

Experience, Social Consciousness and Curriculum Comprehension and Applica-

tion. 

 

Educational Experience: Combined Score = 344/352. Survey questions 4, 

5, 7, 12, and 13 relate to the influence of service-learning projects on educational 

experience. Total survey score ranges from 88 (negative or no influence on 

students’ educational experience) to 352 (positive experience, motivating for the 
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student). The combined score reported for these questions was 344, indicating a 

strongly positive or beneficial effect on the education experience. 

 

Social Consciousness: Combined Score = 484/528. Questions 1, 2, 3, 9, 10 

and 11 related to the courses’ influence on students’ social consciousness. The 

combined reported score recorded in this category was 484, which is 92% of the 

maximum possible, strongly indicating that social consciousness was enhanced by 

participation in these activities.   

 

Curriculum Comprehension and Application: Combined Score=393/440. 

Survey questions 4, 5, 7, 8 and14 measured how the service-learning experience 

influenced student’s understanding of the curriculum and its real-world applica-

tions. Scoring in this category ranges from 110 (negative or no influence on 

material comprehension through application) to 440 (strong improvement of 

material comprehension through application). The combined reported score was 

393 or 89% of the maximum. This reveals that the service-learning project 

enhanced understanding of the material.  

Finally, Question 6 asks respondents if they intend to continue community 

service upon completion of the course. Scoring for this question ranged from 88—

students do not intend to continue any further community service activities—to 

22—students strongly intend to continue community service work in the future. 

Results for this metric were mixed, with a score of 29 or about 75% of the 

strongest value. Of note, one student included the response:   

 
"I would (continue community service) if there was another class". 

 

Question 15. This was my first service-learning experience. All but one of 

the students responded that this was their first service-learning experience.  

 

Question 16. How do you see engineering as a service tool for society? 

Some students indicated understanding that engineering was a service profession, 

and that the course revealed practical applications for their skills to help others. To 

this point, the following responses to question 16 was recorded. 

 

 "Engineering can help people. Sometimes it’s easy ideas that help." 

 "This class helped me see how I can make a difference for others." 

 "Engineers solve problems. Poorer people have more problems that need 

solutions." 

 

Question 17. Describe how this service-oriented project benefitted you. 

For Question 17, 100% of respondents indicated that they benefitted from the 

service-learning aspect of the courses. Below are some examples of their recorded 

responses. 

 
"When the little boy felt the heat from our furnace in his room and said ꞌI’m gonna 

sleep so well now because it’s so warm in here nowꞌ that was all I had to hear. I knew 

I made a difference." 
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"I never realized how well I had it and that there were people living in such hard 

conditions not so far away. Also, this helped me realize that I can help people less 

fortunate then me." 

 

"I enjoyed the hands-on aspect of creating something that was actually going to be 

used." 

 

Longitudinal Survey Results and Student Retention. Of the 22 students 

who participated in service-learning projects, all but two have graduated from the 

engineering program.  

Of those two, one switched academic majors to math education and has 

graduated and gone on to receive a master’s degree in engineering with a focus on 

Engineering for Developing Communities; the other student has withdrawn from 

school, but intends to return at "some point". The retention percentage for those 

taking part in these experiences, then, are approximately 95%. While this sample 

size is small, compared to the department-wide program retention rate of 

approximately 48%, this is a considerable increase. 

Eighteen of the original 22 participants were contacted for the follow-up 

survey. Of those 18, 17 and are currently employed, and 10 participants indicated 

that the experience influenced their career choices. To wit, the following are 

representative of student responses: 

 
"I got a job building micro-satellites. It's a neat company to work for and since it’s 

smaller, I can actually have a large impact. We recently provided imagery to Nepal 

for evacuation purposes after the earthquakes so it's nice the company has a 

humanitarian component as well. I got the job because of my experience in the 

humanitarian engineering class." 

 

"I never realized there could be a social-justice component in engineering. I have an 

interest in getting my master’s, and possibly a doctorate related to this kind of work". 

 

All of the participants in the survey indicated they benefitted from the service-

learning experience. 

 

 

Discussion 

 

As in all social inquiries, the data are subject to limitations. One can interpret 

these findings with respect to several common sampling biases. 

 

Response Bias  

 

Some respondents will tend to answer survey questions misleadingly or 

without the full truth. This is called "Response Bias" or "Survey Bias." As an 

example, participating engineering students may feel obligated or otherwise 

pressured to answer the questions in a "socially acceptable" way because question 

syntax or the recent survey theme may influence the student to sway his or her 
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response. Response bias is common on self-reporting surveys, especially with 

respect to issues of personal traits and attitudes. 

 

Self-Selection Bias 

 

When individuals choose to join a group, they in effect select themselves into 

that group, inducing a biased sample population with nonprobability sampling. 

This is "Self-Selection Bias", which occurs when individuals in a group already 

contain characteristics, demographics or beliefs not held by a larger sample of 

"others" outside the group. In this way, respondents have motivations that bias 

their data, making determination of causation more difficult. For example, there 

may be a numerous and varied differences between those in the Humanitarian 

Engineering Club at MSU Denver University of Colorado (such as socioeconomic 

status or motivation), that are not found in students outside the group.  

 

 

Conclusion 

 

The evidence of this study tends to indicate that the service-learning projects 

benefited the engineering students involved. Participants in the aforementioned 

service-learning activities provided responses in surveys that demonstrated 

improved understanding of engineering as a profession that can serve society, 

broader social awareness and furthermore implied that the project influenced 

future trajectory to engage in service activities. The retention rate for the students 

in these activities was significantly higher than students’ peers in the larger 

engineering program. Longitudinal inquiry also suggested that the service-learning 

experiences encouraged a professional direction that involved work to help others 

for some students. 
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Appendix A 

 

Questionnaire for Service-Learning Participation 

 
Please respond as honestly as possible, relying on your current beliefs or attitudes toward the 

particular issues raised. Indicate your level of agreement with each statement by circling the 

appropriate choice.  

 

 
Strongly 

Agree 
Agree Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

1. I have a good understanding of the needs and 

problems facing the community in which the project 

took place.  

4 3 2 1 

2. If everyone works together, many of society's 

problems can be solved.  
4 3 2 1 

3. I have a responsibility to serve society.  4 3 2 1 

4. I learn course content best when connections to real-

life situations are made.  
4 3 2 1 

5. The idea of combining course work with service to 

the community should be practiced in more courses at 

this university.  

4 3 2 1 

6. I probably won’t volunteer or participate in  

community service after this course ends.  
4 3 2 1 

7. The service aspect of this course helped me to 

understand better the required lectures and readings.  
4 3 2 1 

8. The service aspect of this course helped me to see 

how the subject matter I learned can be used in 

everyday life.  

4 3 2 1 

9. The service aspect of this course made me aware of 

some of my own biases or prejudices.  
4 3 2 1 

10. The service aspect of this course showed me how I 

can become more involved in my community.  
4 3 2 1 

11. As a result of my service learning experience, I have 

a better understanding of my role as a citizen.  
4 3 2 1 

12. I plan to enroll in more courses that offer service 

learning.  
4 3 2 1 

13. As a result of my service learning experience, I 

would encourage other students to take courses that 

offer service learning.  

4 3 2 1 

14. The agency/site provided challenging, meaningful, 

and educational tasks for me to accomplish.  
4 3 2 1 

  

15. This was my first service learning experience. (Please circle the appropriate 

response)   

 

  a. Yes   b. No  

 

16. How do you see engineering as a service tool for society? 

 

17. Describe how this service oriented project benefitted you: 
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Appendix B 

 

Survey 2: Longitudinal Survey 

 
1. Are you: 

 

a. still enrolled in engineering program  

b. graduated from engineering program 

c. enrolled in another program (non-engineering)  

d. graduated from another program (non-engineering) 

e. not completed school and not enrolled currently 

 

2. If you are no longer a student what career /job do you currently have? 

 

3. Did your service-learning experience have an influence on your career choice and if s 

can you describe how? 

 

4. Who do you feel from your service-learning experience? 

 

a. benefitted  

b. not benefit  

c. neither a nor b 

 

 

5. Do you now or plan to continue to do work outside of your job responsibilities that 

offer service to others? 
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In times of PodCast and MOOC's, a rebirth of the "classical" academic lecture in the 

form of modern technology-mediated communication as video-conserve can be 

observed. Current technological developments in the field of audiovisual media reduce 

the distance between a recorded action and its reception. By using high immersive 

technologies presence experiences can introduc new qualities of communication. In a 

study undertaken with freshmen we first explored the everyday use of video technologies 

by students and their experiences and expectations with regard to their use in formal 

learning contexts. I addition we investigated the question whether and how learning 

abilities of the recipients are impacted by immersive technologies (360-degree video on 

Head Mounted Display/VR headset) compared to classical LectureCast technologies 

(16:9 Video via Desktop). All things considered, it can be stated that an immersive 

media format alone does not generate added value: there is no increase of attention that 

further enhances learning, which can be derived from the feeling (of presence) of sitting 

in a lecture room, even beyond the possibly initial distraction of the appeal of novelty. 

Furthermore, the teacher-centered mode is unsuitable for a spherical projection due to its 

spatial setting, where only one direction is being employed. In order to exploit possible 

media-specific values of 360-degree video in the context of LectureCasts, it is 

consequently necessary to work either with a modified concept of a teacher-centered 

lecture, using the entire space, or to set a focus on the content by combining the recorded 

lecture with additional visual elements. 

 

Keywords: LectureCast, Immersion, Sense of Presence, 360-degree video, VR 

headset, Video-Learning 

 

 

Introduction  

 

Audiovisual media find application in different phases and for different 

purposes in teaching and learning environments. One of the most common usage 

scenarios is the illustration and depiction of content and actions; that is, 

particularly, the recording of lectures in an academic environment. Daily routines 

of the younger generation can also serve as useful for scientific content (cf. 

Reinmann 2009, p. 256) by tying in the known media usage behavior of students 

that, in turn, has been formed by the reception and communication of audio-visual 

content (Gidion & Weyrich, 2017, p. 64; Zawacki-Richter, Hohlfeld, & Müskens, 

2014, p. 32). Thus, on the one hand the use of audio-visual media meets the 
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demands of contemporary learning opportunities in higher education (cf. 

Kavanagh et al., 2016, p. 34-35). On the other hand, due to its independence of 

time and place, it proves adaptability to real-life situations of many students, 

whose everyday life is characterized by a combination of various requests and 

activities in the areas of tension between family, professional, and leisure. 

Current technological developments in the field of audio-visual media are 

progressively reducing the distance between a recorded event and its reception. 

With 360-degree videos, especially in combination with a Head Mounted Display 

(VR headset), a live situation is increasingly approached by an immersive
2
 

projection, which shields the outside world (Slater & Wilbur, 1997) while aiming 

for a high presence experience
3 

(Singer & Witmer, 1998). This in turn gives the 

recipient the feeling of "truly" being at a different place and possibly also in a 

different time than is actually physically the case (Ramalho & Chambel, 2013). 

Vohle and Reinmann (2012, p. 3) point out that, while handling a subject of 

learning in an authentic setting without any pressure to act, it is very likely that 

one’s own knowledge is explained and then also expanded. In this sense, 360-

degree videos, projected onto a VR headset, receive a special learning potential 

due to the intended presence experience: learners "dive" into the setting by 

becoming the center of a spherical (dome-) projection, within which they can -

analogous to acting in the "real" world- manipulate the image section by moving 

their heads. At the same time, the physical shield provided by a VR headset (incl. 

headphones, if applicable) mostly prevents external distractions (Hebbel-Seeger, 

2018). 

The spherical video recording of a lecture and its projection onto a VR 

headset represent together a genuine setting, in which the recipient appears to be 

"truly" present in a lecture auditorium. Concurrently, the content of the lecture 

becomes abstracted, due to the mere fact of being reproduced on video. 

In a nationwide study that occurred with freshmen students in the 

undergraduate program of Media Management at the Macromedia University of 

Applied Sciences, we initially explored the usual media usage behavior and 

student’s expectations regarding video usage for learning purposes. In the next 

step, we examined the question of whether and, if so, to what extent learning 

abilities of the recipients are impacted by the approach of a real-live-situation in 

innovative video technology-mediated communication, comparing a "classical‖ 

lecture recording on 16:9 video to a 360-degree vision recording. 

                                                           
2
Immersion is a quantifiable technical component whose degree increases with the number of senses 

addressed. For a depiction to be considered as highly immersive, several criteria must be met: "It 

includes the extent to which the computer displays are extensive, surrounding, inclusive, vivid and 

matching" (Slater et al., 1996, p. 3).  
3
Presence in the context of virtual reality refers to the perception of the environment brought about 

by hardware, whereby mental processes are controlled in an unconscious and conscious manner 

(Steuer, 1992, p. 75). Within this state, the individual experiences the virtual environment as more 

engaging than the real world, which is actually surrounding them and thus perceives the content, 

received as a world being visited rather than images viewed (ibid.). 
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Video in Teaching and Learning Contexts 

 

The use of moving images as a supporting measure in the context of learning 

processes is almost as old as the technology itself. Already at the end of the 19
th
 

century, this young medium was used to visualize a learning content, especially so 

in sports. While the pioneers of chronophotography such as Muybridge and Marey 

identified the ideal-typical object of the new medium to be cinematic images of 

animal- and human movements (riders, gymnasts) (cf. Schnelle-Schneyder, 1990, 

pp. 63-111), at the end of the 19
th
 century, Ernst Kohlrausch applied film footage 

of high-divers in swimming as visual material (cf. Kemp, 2004). "The vivid 

interest in chronophotography […] can be partly explained by the eventual success 

to make movements visible that were otherwise not perceivable by the naked eye"
4
 

(Verant, 2010). As a result, further technological development in the field of 

audio-visual media has, above all, effects on the recording and projection qualities, 

as well as on the availability, accessibility and usability (Hebbel-Seeger, 2018, p. 

270): in the course of digitalization, the time periods between a recording and its 

availability are reduced by several hours, providing a real-time-projection across 

spatial boundaries. The increased automation of both camera settings and editing 

software consecutively curtails the requirements for recording and post-

production, thus opening up to even larger user groups. Additionally, camera 

systems that are becoming increasingly compact and resistant to external 

influences such as vibrations and moisture, establish new areas of use. 

Upon the possibility of displaying space in all directions and at all levels as 

360-degree video, substantially new visualization possibilities and didactic options 

are established. These are prevalent in the immersive character of 360-degree 

videos, which, with the use of an appropriate end device, keeps the user away from 

distractive external influences on the one hand and, on the other hand, aims at a 

presence-experience that, similar to other "lean-forward media" (cf. Katz, 2003, p. 

63), leads to an increase of involvement and attention, not least through emotional 

closeness or connection (Jones, 2007, p. 121; Reyna Zeballos, 2018, p. 1450). If 

the learning object fills larger areas of a 360-degree production, this format also 

carries an increased adaptation potential, compared to a "classical" FixFrame
5
 

video, because the learners can exploit the (learning) space based on their 

individual knowledge and interests through a selection of the image. 

 

 

Study on Media Usage Behavior and Impact 

 

Not only do we assume that video technologies (can) have a supporting effect 

in academic teaching and learning environments in various ways, but also that 

these technologies tie in with the usual media usage behavior of young adults. But 

                                                           
4
Translation by the authors of this paper. 

5
The FixFrame video format is the most commonly used video format with aspect ratios of 

16:9 or 4:3, which is here considered as a counterpart to the 360-degree or spherical video 

format. 
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how does the academic target group use video technologies for learning purposes 

in which contexts? 

Therefore, in the underlying study we first examined the video usage behavior 

of Media Management students at the Macromedia University (Germany). In the 

second step, we investigated a specific format of mediated teaching and examined 

whether, and, if so, how the learning performance of recipients is impacted by the 

approach to a live situation through immersive technologies (360-degree video on 

head-mounted display/VR headset). 

 

Study Design and Procedure 

 

The course "Basics of Business Administration" was selected for the study, 

which is a fundamental part of the program of Media Management, offered at 

various locations of the Macromedia University of Applied Sciences. The course 

is compulsory for all students of the Media Management course in the first 

semester. While the course is usually offered at all locations of the Macromedia 

University in the form of classroom teaching, students of the winter term 

2017/2018 were provided with a lecture recording of the lesson "Materials 

Management", which was to be received at an individually selected location. A 

recording of the lecture from the previous year was used, which had been recorded 

in the presence of students in a conventional seminar room, being made available 

as a 45-minute video in both formats of 360-degree footage and the "classical" 

16:9 format. One of the reasons why the topic "Materials Management" was 

appropriate for the study is that it was easy to isolate from the rest of the learning 

content, meaning students were able to participate in the study at a later point of 

time without losing touch. For the reception of the lecture’s content, students were 

free to choose between a 360-degree presentation via Head Mounted Display 

(HMD) and a classical 16:9 lecture recording (via monitor), and thus 

simultaneously assigned themselves to one of the study groups –HMD or 

Monitor
6
. For the 360-degree video reception, participants of the HMD group 

received a simple holder ("cardboard"
7
) for their own mobile device. This 

combination was to be used as a simple head-mounted display, being held in front 

of the participants’ eyes and applied as a 360-degree video medium in order to 

receive the lecture recording. 

The examination of the students took place in several steps. Initially, the 

students were asked about their experiences and expectations in terms of video-

usage for learning purposes and were to assess their subject-specific interest and 

previous knowledge about the matter compared to their fellow students. In the next 

step, the students were asked to view the lecture recording using their chosen 

medium. Subsequently, the knowledge retention of the students was checked via a 

                                                           
6
For better readability, the two groups are referred to from now on as the HMD group (use of 

360-degree videos via cardboards) and the M group (use of the classical 16:9 format via 

monitor). 
7
A "cardboard" is a holder made of plain cardboard with two lenses into which a smartphone is 

inserted in order to view video content prepared for 360-degre format. 
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set of multiple-choice questions about the lecture content and their attitudes 

towards the experience of the lecture.   

Both groups received a link to an online questionnaire in which the lecture 

recordings were integrated (that is, for one group as a "classical" 16:9 FixFrame 

video and for the other group as a 360-degree content).   

 

Definition of the Study Groups 

 

Even the first examination of the distribution of both sexes among the test 

persons in the two study groups clearly shows that the proportion of male test 

persons in the HMD group (n=91) is very strong with 70.3%. In the M group 

(n=123), however, there is a significantly higher proportion of female respondents 

with 76.4%. This difference can be illustrated by using the chi-square test. It 

displays a statistically significant correlation between gender and participation 

mode: c
2
(1)=46.527, p<.001, j=.466. Accordingly, more women selected the 

reception via the classical video format on a monitor and more men chose the 360-

degree recording via HMD. 

There were also group-specific differences in the choice of reception location 

(which the students were free to choose). 91.2% of the subjects from the HMD 

group (n=83) attended the 360-degree lecture in their private rooms, while the 

monitor group preferred university as a reception location, with a percentage of 

78.9 (n=97). Due to violations of preconditions, the chi-square test could not be 

used for statistical testing. The precise Fisher test showed a statistical highly 

significant difference in the two participation modes regarding the participation 

environment: p< .001, Cramer-V = .863. The effect strength (Cramer-V) is to be 

classified as high. 

On a five-stage Likert scale, the test persons were then able to assess the 

extent as to which they had been able to follow the lecture recording in an 

unobstructed participation environment. As the use of head-mounted displays 

(especially in combination with headphones) largely shields the outside world and 

thus any disturbing factors, this very item can be used to estimate whether the 

aforementioned can be considered as a variable of the test result or to be neglected. 

Here, once again, group-specific differences can be observed. As expected, the 

subjects of the HMD group (mw=1.4) concede a higher degree of freedom from 

interference than the participants of the M group (mw=1.69). This difference 

becomes significant (p=.012) with the Mann-Whitney-U-test at a level of 5%. 

However, with a strength of r=.172, this effect can be described as low. The 

feeling of freedom from interferences differs in both investigation groups, as the 

HMD group complies more strongly with the freedom from interference.   

Additionally, an attempt was made to identify whether the two study groups 

vary in terms of their subject-specific interest and previous knowledge in the topic 

of business studies. This inquiry was supplemented by self-assessments of the 

respondents with respect to their own performance, interest and commitment in 

comparison to their fellow students. In the evaluation, no statistically significant 

differences between the two groups were found - neither concerning subject-

specific interest nor any previous knowledge in the topic of business 
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administration. The self-assessment of respondents compared to their fellow 

students regarding their own performance, interest and commitment displayed no 

differences between the groups, either: the mean average here lays around the 

midpoint. 

 

Results on Media Usage Behavior 

 

As already explained in detail, one of our project purposes is to examine the 

students’ use of video technologies for learning purposes. Therefore, in the first 

step, we asked the test persons in which situations they had already previously 

used videos to support their learning interests. The answer indicates practically no 

differences between the two study groups, which is why we forego a group-

specific evaluation at this point.  

 

Figure 1. Usage of Video as a Learning Aid  

 
 

The vast majority of the sample stated that they had already been using videos 

as a learning aid in formal educational contexts both at school and during 

professional training, or in a previous course of study, while only one third of the 

respondents stated that they had gained little or no experience in the discussed 

formal usage scenarios at all. These findings cannot be applied to the use of video 

during the imminent course of study. Only less than half of the total sample 

respondents stated that they had already used learning videos more than once. 

Compared with the results of the previous question, it can be stated that (so far) 

learning videos are used less frequently for contemporary formal university 

educational purposes than have been used for formal educational purposes in the 

past. 

Alongside the use of audiovisual media in formal educational contexts – as 

previously explained– the use of video for learning purposes in purely informal 

contexts, meaning students’ privateness, should also be depicted. This approach 

moves closer to the indication of adapting the "usual media usage behavior" of 

students to more formal educational contexts. Interestingly, there are hardly any 

differences between the frequency of using videos for learning purposes in prior 

formal and informal educational contexts. In response to this question, the 
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overwhelming majority of the overall sample respondents affirmed that they had 

used videos for private learning purposes, as to the frequency of previous use in 

formal contexts just less than 30% stated that, to date, they had barely used videos 

or not used them at all. 

 

Figure 2. Hitherto Usage of 360-degree Video via the VR Headset/HMD in %  

 
Total Group (n=213) 

 

Particularly, 360-degree videos via the VR headset/HMD have been tested 

more than once so far by less than 30% of the test persons in the overall sample 

(see Figure 2), about 64% of all test persons denied having done this while only 

about 7% have already tried it more than once. In relation to the response behavior 

of both study groups, no differences can be stated (see Figure 3). In the HMD 

group (n=90), 57 test persons reported that they had never watched 360-degree 

videos with the VR headset; 28 test persons had tried this at least once. 

 

Figure 3. Data on whether 360-degree Video or the VR Content Already consumed 

via the VR Headset/HMD Participation Mode in Frequency 

 
 

Therefore, for the vast majority of students, the HMD study group's deployment 

scenario is an innovation.  
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Results: The Impact of Immersion and Presence Experience on Learning 

Performance 

 

In order to assess the impact that immersion and presence experience have on 

learning performance, we formed two groups of students as described in a 

previous section: the Monitor group was offered a lecture recording as a "classical" 

16:9 FixFrame video and the HMD group received a 360-degree video treatment. 

As the participants were free to choose time and place of reception, we were 

initially interested in whether, and if so, to what extent the lecture recording was 

consumed. This question was answered by 153 test persons, only 13 of whom 

stated that they had seen less than half of the video (n=11 from the HMD group 

and n=2 from the M group). 61 respondents failed to answer this question (n=30 

from the HMD group and n= 31 from the M group). 

 

Figure 4. Participation Mode of Consume Duration of Educational Videos in 

Absolute Frequency 

 
 

When considering the distributions of the two study groups, it is interesting to 

note that the proportion of test persons who report having seen the full video is 

varying between the groups. Compared to the M group, significantly fewer 

participants of the HMD group watched the video until the end. This is also 

reflected by the mean ranks: The difference between the mean ranks of HMD 

(94.06) and M (65.69) is almost 30. The difference in the duration of consumption 

between the two study groups can be statistically outlined with the Mann-

Whitney-U test. With p< .001, the group difference is highly significant and, with 

an effect strength of r=.397, it can be described as medium. Respondents of the M 

group watched more of the video than those in the HMD group.  
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Figure 5. Absolute Frequency of Break-Off Reasons  

 
 

The analysis of the break-off reasons revealed indications for the so-called 

cybersickness
8
 syndrome in connection with the use of the VR headset. This is 

clearly displayed by the more frequent statements of HMD group respondents on 

"general indisposition", "concentration difficulties", "headaches" and "nausea". In 

addition, the technical quality of the 360-degree video (image resolution) was 

criticized.  

Other mentioned break-off reasons refer to the unhandiness of the cardboard 

holders and the fact that the simultaneous taking of notes when using the cardboard 

is just as impossible as the intake of food or beverages.  

In order to record the learning performance of the students, the subjects were 

asked about the content of the videotaped lecture using a multiple-choice 

questionnaire after the experiment. 58 subjects of the HMD group (corresponding 

to about 64%) and 91 subjects of the monitor group (corresponding to 74.8%) took 

part in this survey.  

For further evaluation, however, only those test persons who had viewed the 

respective video "completely" or at least "predominantly" –according to their own 

explicit statements in the previous assessment – were considered: these comprised 

of 46 participants in the HMD group and 89 in the M group. Seven questions were 

to be answered, the order of which corresponds to the chronology of the 

videotaped lecture. I.e. question 1 related to content discussed at the beginning of 

the recording, while question 7 referred to content covered at the end of the lecture 

recording.  

From a statistical point of view, questions 2 to 7 were answered equally 

frequently correct or incorrect by both groups; there was no significant difference 

in the answers and the assumed learning performance behind them (see Figure 6). 

                                                           
8
Cybersickness, in contrast to motion sickness, only appears during a visual simulation, while 

motion sickness can appear when viewing sequences that show a movement in conflict with 

the real physical movement and thus upsets the senses of the receptive system (visual, 

vestibular, and proprioceptive) (Reason 1978). 
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Figure 6. Data of Correct Answering in Percentage  

 
360-degree: n=45 and Monitor: n=89 (Participation Mode)

9
 

 

 

Only in question 1 the group belonging correlates with "correct" or "incorrect" 

answer. The chi-squared test shows a statistically significant correlation between 

"correct" and "incorrect" answers regarding the participation mode: c
2
(1) = 6.590, 

p= .037 and an effect strength j=.221: the M group successfully solved task 1 

significantly more often than the HMD group. Since this difference evens out in 

progression, we assume an occurrence of a new media-related distraction per 

attraction at the beginning of the 360-degree reception. As has already been 

shown, the reception of 360-degree videos using the VR headset is also a novel 

matter for the vast majority of the HMD group. The aforementioned distraction 

had already been described by other researchers (Rupp et al., 2016): due to the 

novelty appeal of 360-degree video and HMD, the test subjects first explore 

performance and possibilities of the medium instead of concentrating on the media 

content. Only when this exploration phase is completed, users will focus on the 

content aspects. 

Finally, the participants were questioned about their individual perception and 

assessment of the learning situation and -performance. In order to compare the 

learning situations adequately it is not necessary to view the entire 360-degree 

lecture, but at least about a quarter of the video. For this reason, the following 

analyses are based on cases where at least a quarter of the session was viewed in a 

self-chosen participation mode. This applies to 58 HMD group participants and 92 

M group test subjects. 

In contrast to the operationalized learning performance, where no group-

specific differences could be demonstrated (with an exception of the question 1, 

see above), the self-assessment of the test subjects indicates highly significant 

differences, as can be shown by means of a Mann-Whitney-U test: With p<.001 

and an effect strength of r=0.322, test subjects of the M group assessed their 

learning performance higher than the participants of the HMD group did. 

 

                                                           
9
For better comparison we present the data in percent. 
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Figure 7. Absolute Frequency of Estimation "Compared to Presence Learning 

Environment in Auditorium I Felt Less Distracted" 

 
 

This result correlates with the answers to the question "I consider the media 

format being used today (16:9 video or 360-degree video) as well suited for the 

reception of a lecture recording". In the HMD study group, the mean value of 3.04 

was significantly higher ("undecided") than in the M group with 2.24 ("rather 

agree"). The M group therefore found the reception of the 16:9 format more 

suitable than the HMD group examined the reception of "their" 360-degree 

recordings. In addition, test subjects of the M group stated that they were less 

distracted than participants of the HMD group, compared to the situation in the 

auditorium. 

Even though the statistical examination using the Mann-Whitney-U test 

displays a minor effect (p=.041, r=.169), the result is intriguing. Before the 

reception of the instructional video, participants of the HMD group felt less 

disturbed with in their participation environment compared to the monitor group 

(see description of the study groups). Either the participants of the HMD group 

were disturbed during the video reception (which mainly took place at home), or 

the 360-degree setting created a feeling of distraction (see above), which, however, 

stands in contrast to the immersive character of the very media format. At the 

same time, M group participants found it easier to stay alert and focused in 

comparison to HMD-group respondents. 

The question as to whether participants would rather decide in favor of 

today’s used media format for learning purposes in the future or not also indicates 

a higher acceptance in the M group (mw=2.26; "rather agree") than in the HMD 

group (mw=3.42; "undecided"). It must be pointed out that 114 of a total 123 

participants in the M group had little or no experience with 360-degree video and 

were unable to collect such during the treatment. Therefore, their answers merely 

reflect their expectations regarding the use of 360-degree video with HMD 

without being able to make a real comparison. 
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Conclusion 

 

Students use videos for learning purposes in different contexts. However, our 

survey conveys that this is not (yet) the case in academic learning processes. 

Additionally, we found that the reception of 360-degree video via HMD’s was a 

new experience for the vast majority of students. Since videos carry supportive 

potential for learning processes, it is important to systematically explore and 

expand the possibilities of the usage. 

In this sense, by representing the underlying study of this paper, we were 

interested whether and to what extent the immersive video format of a 360-degree 

projection on a HMD differs from the "classical" lecture cast in 16:9 formats on a 

monitor, in relation to the resulting learning success as well as the self-perception 

of the learning situation. As a result, we were not able to detect any significant 

differences between the two partial samples. In general, it remains to be 

questioned whether the chosen form of self-assessment per multiple-choice survey 

is a suitable procedure for measuring learning success. 

Additionally, we assume that the simple design and thus limited usability of 

the cardboards have had an impact on the survey results. The resolution of 360-

degree videos (especially considering the playback quality of the smartphones 

used by the students) is also a factor that cannot be neglected if, for example, texts 

or graphics are shown in the lecture. 

Overall, in our consideration, the depiction of a teacher-centered lecture in a 

360-degree video is not a suitable didactic scenario. It emerges that an immersive 

media format alone does not generate any added value. The recording of a lecture 

as a 360-degree video and its projection on the HMD represents an authentic 

setting, in which the recipient is given the feeling of "truly" sitting in a lecture 

room. At the same time, however, there is an elemental distance to the "actual" 

learning object as it is "only" conveyed orally and, where applicable, by the use of 

accompanying media (usually slide presentations). Regarding the learning 

situation, a lecture recording as a 360-degree video is therefore highly "authentic", 

however, this is not the case when considering this particular learning object. 

A teacher-centered lecture is unsuitable for a spherical projection due to its 

spatial setting, as the space is not fully used and merely "exploited" in one 

direction. In order to release the media-specific added value of 360-degree video 

in the context of LectureCasts, it is necessary to a) either create a teaching concept 

that includes and expands the full space usage for the reception, to recycle it as 

annotation surfaces for instance (Vohle & Reinmann, 2012), b) or to focus on the 

"authenticity" of the learning object by visualizing of the 360-degree video in 

relation to lecture cast in the form of a "hypervideo" for example (Chambel et al. 

2011, p. 1). 
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Secure Internet Use in Information Technologies 

and Software Course Textbooks at Primary and 

Secondary Schools 
 

By Abdullatif Kaban

 

 
Do we care about the security on the internet environment the way we do in the 

daily life safety of our children? In order to answer this question, this study aims 

to reveal what kind of education is provided at school about using secure 

internet. In accordance with this purpose, Information Technologies and Software 

Course textbooks at primary and secondary schools are examined applying 

document analysis method and analyzed by content analysis method. According 

to the findings, in the textbooks, the most frequently mentioned topics related to 

the use of secure internet are ―protection of personal data‖, ―security measures 

that can be taken‖ and ―digital footprint‖; and the most frequently mentioned 

topics related to the ethic are ―internet ethics‖ and ―respect for others‖. In this 

study on the use of secure internet, suggestions have been made about the 

precautions to be taken. The results are expected to provide information and 

resources to the researchers who work on secure internet use, educational 

institutions and teachers. 

 

Keywords: Curriculum, Information technologies and software, Secure internet 

use, Primary school, Secondary school. 

 

 

Introduction  

 

Whether something is beneficial or harmful depends on how it is used. Any 

technology that is quite useful when used for good purposes, can become a very 

dangerous weapon when it gets into the hands of malicious people. Undoubtedly, 

the internet is a technology that facilitates our daily life especially for adults such 

as fast access to information, finding jobs, socializing and shopping (Colley & 

Maltby, 2008), but also it can be a threat for people of all ages such as theft of 

personal information, fraud and cyber bullying (Bilgin-Ülken & Kılınç, 2018). 

Unfortunately, today, the world of crime benefits from the blessings of the internet 

technology a lot more than the others. It is possible to see this in the news that we 

constantly encounter, such as phone scams, online games that lead children to 

suicide etc. According to the March 2019 data provided by the Turkish Statistical 

Institute, in Turkey, the number of mobile phone subscribers is nearly 81 million, 

and the number of internet subscribers is nearly 75 million (TÜİK, 2019). In order 

to reach the internet, children no longer have to hang out in internet cafes or chase 

their free time in the computer labs of schools, because of the accessibility of the 

internet in almost every pocket. Despite the various advantages it provides for 

education (e.g. computer-assisted learning, blended learning or ubiquitous 
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learning), it also introduces many dangers in educational and social environments. 

The decrease in academic achievement of students who spend a lot of time in 

social media (Gök, 2015) can be considered a trivial problem when compared to 

the other damages caused by the internet use. It should never be ignored that when 

children are left unattended while using the internet, some very serious problems 

are inevitable such as (a) technical damages (e.g. virus infection), (b) physical, 

social and psychological damages (e.g. dependence and being asocial), and (c) 

vital damages (e.g. pedophilia and exposure to malicious persons or harmful 

content) (Canbek & Sağıroğlu, 2007). Adults can protect themselves better than 

children from the various risks of the internet (Orhan & Akkoyunlu, 2004). At this 

point, this study seeks answers for the question ―what are the ways to protect 

children from these dangers?‖ 

There are two opposing views on secure internet use; one is completely 

restrictive and the other is completely libertarian. The restrictive view argues that a 

central authority should completely shut down the access of objectionable parts in 

order to protect children from the dangers they may encounter on the internet. The 

opposite view suggests that children must be left completely free to learn to use 

the internet correctly (Akbulut, 2013). Secure internet filters served by internet 

service providers may somehow procure security, but this is not enough for 

today’s children who can access the internet at every opportunity and in any 

environment (Demirel, Yörük, & Özkan, 2012). In a study on the secure internet 

use of secondary school students (Beder & Ergün, 2015), it was emphasized that 

children should be provided with training on secure internet use. In order to protect 

children from the damages of the internet, both legal restrictions should be 

imposed and children should be made conscious in this sense (Çelen, Çelik, & 

Seferoğlu, 2011). Besides children, raising awareness activities should also include 

teachers, school administrators and parents (Mert, Bülbül, & Sağıroğlu, 2012). It is 

also known that the education level of parents positively affects the level of control 

on children’s internet usage (Valcke, Bonte, De Wever, & Rots, 2010). 

Aslan and Karakuş-Yılmaz (2017), listed activities aimed at raising awareness 

about safe internet use in Turkey as awareness seminars, awareness and 

promotional campaigns, printed and electronic publications, hotline, and technical 

and legal measures. Although a study conducted in 2014 (Kaşıkçı, Çağıltay, 

Karakuş, Kurşun, & Ogan, 2014) claimed that the parents don’t have sufficient 

information to guide children about secure internet use, a later study by Tekin and 

Polat (2016) concluded that the parents are aware of the secure internet use. This 

shows that the measures taken by the government, school administrators and 

parents increase the level of awareness about the secure internet use. Especially 

when it is considered that primary school children have a more positive attitude 

towards programs that promote healthy attitudes than adolescent secondary school 

students (Hope, 2002), it would be a good choice to start awareness-raising 

activities at an early age. 

It is possible to see many studies in the literature on the secure internet use. 

Yiğit and Seferoğlu (2019), found that the participants’ cyber security behavior 

levels were sufficient in their study conducted at the university level. According to 

the study, cyber security behavior levels of the students of Department of 
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Computer and Instructional Technology Education and Department of Computer 

Programming were at a higher level than the others. When this finding is 

considered, it can be suggested that the topics related to secure internet use should 

be included in the curriculum of the other departments as well. In a study 

conducted at high school level (Aytaç & Erdem, 2019), students’ awareness of 

secure computer and internet use was examined, and it was found that there was a 

strong negative relationship between the problems and threats faced by the 

students and their competencies. This means that the more we educate students on 

safe internet use, the more we can reduce the risks they may face. In their study on 

the opinions of students, teachers and parents about the risks that may be 

encountered on the internet, İlhan & Aydın (2019) emphasized that parents felt 

helpless due to the negative effects of the lifestyle the internet era created. So, 

there is a need to educate not only the children but also their parents on secure 

internet use. In a study conducted with the participation of the stakeholders of 

education (Moreno, Egan, Bare, Young, & Cox, 2013), the views revealed that the 

most appropriate age for the start of the secure internet use trainings was 7 and that 

the most responsible stakeholder on this was the parents. 

It is possible to extend the list of studies mentioned here. However, when the 

studies were examined, it was seen that their main focus was to describe the 

current situation, and to put forward suggestions. The common proposal of all 

studies is that it is necessary to protect children from these harmful aspects of the 

internet in the best possible way. In Turkey, there are legal regulations within the 

scope of various articles of the Turkish Criminal Code No. 5237 and Law No. 

5651 entitled Regulation of Publications on the internet and Suppression of Crimes 

Committed by means of Such Publication (Gökçearslan, 2016). A test on how 

effective they are can be the subject of a separate study. In addition to legal 

regulations, web filters used by the Information and Communication Authority 

since 2011 protect both children and families from many dangers. In this regard, 

both informative and awareness-raising efforts are being conducted at different 

levels by websites (Güvenli Çocuk, 2019; 2019; Güvenli Web, 2019; Güvenli 

İnternet, 2019) for children and families. 

In the education part of providing children with internet security, the students 

are educated in primary and secondary schools on the use of secure internet with 

various learning outcomes included in the curriculum. The weekly timetable for 

primary school determined by the Board of Education affiliated to the Ministry of 

National Education has been put into practice as of the 2018-2019 academic year 

(MEB, 2018a). According to this timetable, while Information Technologies and 

Software courses are not a part of the curriculum for the first four years of primary 

school, they are compulsory in the 5
th
 and 6

th
 grades and are in the elective course 

list in the 7
th
 and 8

th
 grades. It is a need to examine the books used in the 

Information Technologies courses either compulsory or elective in curriculum, in 

terms of safe internet usage and education. As mentioned above, although there 

are many kinds of dangers and risks that children may encounter on the internet, 

there are many methods to deal with them and measures that can be taken. The 

question is which of these measures and methods are included in the curriculum, 

and to what extent.  
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In the literature, it is possible to find many studies investigating whether 

students use the internet safely. However, there are not many studies to reveal 

what kind of trainings are given regarding secure internet use. Education is the 

desired and permanent change of behavior of the individual. Is the information 

about the secure internet use given in the books sufficient to change the student’s 

behavior in a permanent and desired way? This study is important in terms of 

revealing the trainings on secure internet use in primary and secondary schools. 

Determining the current situation will make it easier for curriculum developers to 

identify missing or wrong aspects and will provide a general perspective to these 

people. In this study, it is aimed to reveal the current situation by examining the 

books used in Information Technologies and Software courses in the curriculum of 

primary and secondary schools in terms of secure internet use. The results are 

expected to raise awareness about the importance of using safe internet for 

children and provide ideas for the future researches on this subject. 

 

 

Methodology 

 

In this qualitative study, document analysis method is employed. Document 

analysis is carried out in the form of examination and analysis of various written or 

visual materials containing information related to the research questions of the 

study such as books, magazines, newspapers, archives and letters (Cansız-Aktaş, 

2015) in cases where direct observation or interview is not possible (Yıldırım & 

Şimşek, 2005). Since the research questions are directly related to the examination 

of the Information Technologies and Software Course textbooks which are 

deemed suitable for use in primary and secondary schools for 5 years starting from 

2018 by the Ministry of National Education, the data were collected by document 

analysis method. The research topic being safe internet use within the scope of 

informatics courses, these books have been selected as main data source.  

Information Technologies and Software Course, planned to be taught in 

primary schools, offers a different structure from the classroom level. A theme-

based structure is presented for grades 1 through 4 in primary school. The levels 

indicated in the themes don’t represent the classes but the level of skill that the 

students must acquire. Different levels can be taught in different classes according 

to the individual skills of the teacher and the readiness of the students (MEB, 

2018b). The web page of the Ministry of National Education was used for 

downloading the Information Technologies and Software course books. However, 

7
th
 and 8

th
 grade textbooks couldn’t be accessed from the web page of the Ministry 

of National Education because all textbooks are sent to schools for free by 

Ministry of National Education; but the ones for the elective courses (7
th
 and 8

th
 

grades) are sent upon request and none of the schools applied held a hard or online 

copy. The books reviewed are given in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Textbooks examined in the scope of the study 

Level Book Title 

Level 1 Information Technologies and Software Course 1
st
 Level Activity Book 

Level 2 Information Technologies and Software Course 2
nd

 Level Activity Book 

Level 3 Information Technologies and Software Course 3
rd
 Level Activity Book 

Level 4 Information Technologies and Software Course 4
th
 Level Activity Book 

5
th
 Grade 5

th
 Grade Information Technologies and Software Course Student Materials 

6
th
 Grade 6

th
 Grade Information Technologies and Software Course Student Materials 

 

The data obtained from the Information Technologies and Software course 

textbooks used in primary and secondary schools were analyzed by content 

analysis method. Each book has been reviewed one by one and each page covering 

the secure internet use was discussed. While examining the books, terms related to 

secure internet use were coded and the codes under the same topic were grouped 

and categories were obtained. 

 

Table 2. Number of Learning Outcomes in Curriculum 

Level Theme Topic Outcomes 

Level 1 Ethics and Security  3 

Level 2 Ethics and Security  3 

Level 3 Ethics and Security  3 

Level 4 Ethics and Security  3 

5
th
 Grade Ethics and Security 

Ethical Values 4 

Digital Citizenship 3 

Privacy and Security 2 

6
th
 Grade Ethics and Security 

Ethical Values 7 

Digital Citizenship 2 

Privacy and Security 6 

7
th
 Grade Ethics and Security 

Ethical Values 2 

Privacy and Security 4 

8
th
 Grade Information Technologies Privacy and Security 3 

 

 

Findings 

 

In this part of the research, the Information Technologies and Software 

Course textbooks examined in terms of the secure internet use are discussed 

separately and the findings related to the text and images in each book are 

presented on a book-by-book basis. The list of behaviors to be gained by students 

in these courses are given in the Information Technologies and Software Course 

Curriculum for primary and secondary schools published by the Ministry of 

National Education in 2018 (MEB, 2018b; MEB, 2018c; MEB, 2018d). When 

these programs were examined, it was seen that the learning outcomes related to 

the secure internet use are generally given under the theme of ―ethics and 

security‖. The units where ―secure internet use‖ topics are handled in Information 

Technologies and Software Courses and the number of learning outcomes to be 

given in these units, obtained from the education programs offered by the Ministry 
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of National Education are given in Table 2. The findings obtained from the books 

taught in Information Technologies and Software Courses are presented below for 

each book one by one. 

 

Information Technologies and Software Course 1
st
 Level Activity Book 

 

The learning outcomes related to the use of secure internet in Information 

Technologies and Software Courses are generally given in the theme of Ethics and 

Security. In the Ethics and Security theme of the 1
st
 Level Activity Book, no 

learning outcomes were found regarding the use of secure internet. The book 

includes learning outcomes which are about ethics and about secure use of the 

computer as an electronic device. 

 

Information Technologies and Software Course 2
nd

 Level Activity Book 

 

In the Information Technologies and Software Course 2
nd

 Level Activity 

Book, there are 2 learning outcomes related to the confidentiality and security of 

personal information in addition to one gain related to the secure use of computer 

and computer labs. Through activities ―Everything about Me‖ and ―Attention! Top 

Secret!‖, it is aimed to teach students what personal information is and to raise 

awareness that this information is so valuable that it should be protected while 

using the internet. Screenshots of the activities in the book and translations of 

some texts are given in Figure 1. When we have a closer look at Figure 1, it 

becomes obvious that the text and drawings given in the book are suitable for 

primary school level. 

 

Figure 1. ―Everything about Me‖ and ―Attention! Top Secret!‖ Activities 

 

In this table, 4 children named Mete, Aslı, Kaan and Ela are asked 

for their personal information. The answer ―Söylemem‖ means ―I 

don’t/won’t say‖. Except from that, the children answer their 

personal information correctly. In the activity, the students are 

asked 3 open-ended questions according to the information 

provided in the table: 

1- Who has given personal information that should not be given? 

2- Who has not given any personal information? 

3- Which information should not be given except this information? 

 

ATTENTION! TOP SECRET! 

 Do not share your personal information with people you do not 

know on the Internet! 

 Do not accept messages, friendship requests or files from 

people you do not know on the Internet! 

 Inform an elder family member about the situations that make 

you worry, upset, or scared! 

 Check the reliability of the website you enter, whether the 

person you are communicating with is real or not, with help 

from an elder family member! 
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Information Technologies and Software Course 3
rd

 Level Activity Book 

 

Information Technologies and Software Course 3
rd

 Level Activity Book, 

which has 3 learning outcomes related to the secure internet use, includes topics 

such as respect for others, protection of personal information and generating 

secure password. In addition, topics related to the conscious use of the internet are 

mentioned such as the use of the search engine and research on the internet. Event 

cards, posters related to the learning outcomes and translations of some texts are 

shown in Figure 2. In the activity titled ―I use the internet consciously‖, the rights 

and responsibilities of internet usage are mentioned. In another activity titled 

―Don’t Touch My Personal Information‖, the importance of personal information 

is emphasized and given examples of what problems will arise if they are not 

protected. In the ―My Secure Password‖ activity, it has been tried to provide 

information about how passwords, which are very important in social media, 

online shopping and internet banking transactions should be created. 

 

Figure 2. ―I use the Internet Consciously‖, ―Don’t Touch My Personal 

Information‖ and ―My Secure Password‖ Activities 

 

CONSCIOUS INTERNET USER  

1. Always respect the rights of others. Before sharing a photo or 

information, be sure to obtain the consent of the person in the 

photo or the person who posted the information. 

2. Review before expressing your feelings and thoughts. 

3. Always use a gentle and positive language on the Internet. 

4. Use your time efficiently on the Internet. 

5. Share information you are sure is correct. 

6. Share topics that can contribute to the Internet world and the 

topics you are an expert. 

Etc. 

 

The activity titled ―Don’t Touch My Personal Information‖ is a role 

play activity depicting the sharing of personal information in public 

places. 

 

MY SECURE PASSWORD 

 We need to make sure it contains at least 8 digits. 

 We should be make sure that our password has at least one 

Uppercase / lowercase (A, a, B, b,… Z, z), number (0, 1, 2,…, 9), 

punctuation mark (. , ; : etc.), and special character (% / & etc.). 

 In all cases, do not use the same password. We must generate 

different passwords for different situations. 

 PERSONAL INFORMATION: We should not include our 

personal information while generating a password. 
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 Information Technologies and Software Course 4
th

 Level Activity Book 

 

The results of the analysis of the Information Technologies and Software 

Course 4
th
 Level Activity Book which includes the topics of information ethics, 

digital footprint and internet security, indicate that 2 learning outcomes related to 

secure internet use are emphasized. These learning outcomes are ―Realizes that 

transactions and user information on the internet are recorded‖ and ―Realizes that 

the identities used on the internet may be fake‖. Screen shots of the video and 

activity in the book and translations of some texts are given in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. Animation of ―Digital Footprint‖ and poster of ―Stay Safe on the 

Internet‖ 

 

 

AVOID! (SAKIN!) 

 S: Inquire before accepting connection requests sent 

on the internet! 

 A: Share everything that disturbs you with someone 

you trust! 

 K: Avoid face-to-face meeting requests of the 

people you meet on the Internet! 

 I: Be insistent on investigating whether any 

information you receive is reliable! 

 N: Find out why it has been sent before accepting a 

file! 

 

The Information Technologies and Software Course Level 4 Teacher’s Guide 

book has two activities related to this topic; one is an animated movie about digital 

footprint, and the other is a game activity. The animation (Figure 3) fits the student 

levels well in representing the fact that all the information used for signing in on 

the internet is recorded somewhere and it isn’t possible to delete them. The ―Stay 

Safe on the Internet‖ poster aims to teach the students that the people encountered 

on the internet can harm them by using fake identities. In this poster, students are 

taught that they should be careful before opening messages and other content sent 

by people they don’t know. 
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5
th

 Grade Information Technologies and Software Course Student Materials 

 

In the 5
th
 Grade Information Technologies and Software Course Student 

Materials textbook, there are 4 learning outcomes related to Ethical Values, 3 

related to Digital Citizenship, and 2 related to Privacy and Security. The activities 

in the book are designed to make sure that students gain responsibilities related to 

digital citizenship in terms of secure internet use; and their ability to protect 

personal data is measured by ―Digital Footprint‖ test. Within the scope of the 

course, it is aimed to develop awareness of respecting the rights of others and 

coping with digital bullying. 

 

Figure 4. ―Digital Citizenship‖ and ―Privacy and Security‖ Events 

 

 If I Am a Good Digital Citizen (İyi Bir 

Dijital Yurttaşsam) 

 DIGITAL FOOTPRINT TEST (DİJİTAL 

AYAK İZİ TESTİ) 

1. Do you go online every day? 

2. How many hours do you stay online? 

3. Do you also connect to the internet on 

your mobile phone? 

4. Do you share songs on the Internet? 

Etc. 

 

 Hidden Like a Secret (Sır Gibi Saklı): 

The steps of converting the word 

―Samsunlu‖ into S@m5U#1u as a 

password areexplained. 

 How do I recognize cyber traps? (Siber 

Tuzakları Nasıl Anlarım?) 

5. Be wary of websites that request 

credentials on the Internet. 

6. Avoid free gifts, programs and 

contests that says you will win. 

Etc. 

 

Sample pages from the 5
th
 Grade Information Technologies and Software 

Course Student Materials textbook and translations of some texts have been shown 

in Figure 4. In addition to the topics of digital citizenship and digital footprint, the 

activities in the book also teach students how a strong password can be generated 

and the dangers that may be encountered on the internet. 

 

6
th

 Grade Information Technologies and Software Course Student Materials 

 

The results of the analysis of the 6
th
 Grade Information Technologies and 

Software Course Student Materials textbook which covers Ethical Values, Digital 

Citizenship and Privacy and Security topics indicate that a total of 15 learning 

outcomes are included in the Ethics and Security theme. In these learning 

outcomes, methods related to the secure internet use such as protection from cyber 
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bullying, protection from information criminals, protection of personal information 

and protection from harmful software are mentioned. 

Figure 5, which provides sample pages about secure internet use and 

translations of some texts, lists the behaviors that should and should not be done in 

relation to digital bullying and secure websites use, presents a poster which 

includes information about the protection of personal information and malicious 

software. The visuals and texts are appropriate for the level of the target audience. 

 

Figure 5. Sample Pages from the 6
th
 Grade Student Materials Textbook 

 

DON’T BE A BULLY! 

 Don’t save and share personal 

conversations 

 Don’t send offensive and too many 

messages! 

DON’T BE SCARED! 

 Don’t answer the bullies, block them. 

 Share with an adult you trust right away. 

 Keep the message or email sent to you 

 

I LOVE MY CYBER MIND! 

On unsafe websites; 

 Don’t be a member! 

 Don’t shop! 

 Don’t click on the links! 

 Don’t believe the news right away! 

 Don’t download! 

Remember that you will never be completely 

safe on the Internet! 

 

WHAT ARE THE THREATS TO 

INFORMATION SECURITY? 

 Distortions during writing, reading, and 

transporting information. 

 Physical damages  

Etc. 

HOW TO PROVIDE INFORMATION 

SECURITY? 

 Security software. 

 Make a backup. 

Etc. 

 

DANGEROUS SOFTWARE TEAM 

 I’m a virus! I reproduce, I live in other 

programs, I infect. I slow down the 

computer, I can corrupt information. 

 I’m an antivirus! I recognize malicious 

software, if I find it on your computer, I 

delete it. If I cannot delete it, I will 

quarantine. I follow new viruses. I block 

unauthorized access. I try to speed up the 

system. 
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7
th

 and 8
th

 Information Technologies and Software Course Textbooks 

 

As the 7
th
 and 8

th
 grade Information Technologies and Software Course 

textbooks couldn’t be accessed from the web page of the Ministry of National 

Education, they are not included in the analysis. However, 7
th
 and 8

th
 grade 

learning outcomes related to the use of secure internet in the Education Program 

(MEB, 2018d) published by the Ministry of National Education are accessed. The 

analysis suggests that the learning outcomes in the curriculum are under the 

themes of Ethics and Security of 7
th
 grade and Information Technologies of 8

th
 

grade. In the 7
th
 Grade Curriculum, there are 2 learning outcomes in Ethical 

Values, 4 learning outcomes in Privacy and Security; and in the 8
th
 Grade 

Curriculum, 3 learning outcomes in Privacy and Security are included. In the 

learning outcomes related to the secure internet use, the factors that threaten 

information security, measuring the security levels of various environments, 

measures that could be taken against the dangers and the topics to be considered in 

online shopping are mentioned. 

 

Summary of Findings 

 

Table 3 shows a summary of the findings obtained through the analysis of the 

1
st 

- 4
th
 levels, 5

th
 and 6

th
 grades Information Technologies and Software student 

material textbooks in the form of categories and codes. Although the data of the 

first 6 books were obtained by examining the document itself, the data of the 7
th
 

and 8
th
 grades were obtained only from the learning outcomes without examining 

the textbooks. 

 

Table 3. The Distribution of the Topics of Safe Internet Use by Books 

Categories Codes 
Levels Grades 

f 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Ethic Internet ethics X   X X X X  5 

Respect for others X  X X X X   5 

Violation of Ethics     X X   2 

Copyright      X   1 

IT Crimes      X   1 

Intellectual property       X  1 

Digital 

Citizenship 

Practices     X    1 

The effects of information 

sharing 
    X X   2 

Appropriate game selection      X   1 

Security Computer security X X       2 

Protection of personal 

information 
 X X X X X X X 7 

Generating a strong password   X  X    2 

Digital Footprint    X X X   3 

Cyber Bullying     X X   2 

Malware and antivirus      X  X 2 

Security precautions   X X X X X X 6 

Online shopping     X X  X 3 

Total 3 2 4 5 11 13 4 4 46 
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Although the findings obtained from the books examined within the scope of 

the study were presented above on a book-by-book basis, when the Table 3 

prepared to reveal a general picture is examined, it is obvious that ―Protection of 

personal information‖ is the most commonly mentioned topic. This is followed by 

―Security measures‖ under the security category. The codes of ―Internet ethics‖ 

and ―Respect for others‖ in the category of ethics are the most commonly 

mentioned topics of this category. The other subjects are distributed in a balanced 

way to levels and grades. 

When the findings on the basis of books are examined, it becomes clear that 

the books with the highest frequency in terms of ethical and security topics are 6
th
 

and 5
th
 grade textbooks, respectively. In the textbooks of 1

st
 and 2

nd
 levels, besides 

ethics, only the secure use of the computer as an electronic device is mentioned. 

There is a balanced distribution in the other textbooks. 

 

 

Conclusions 

 

A qualified and rich learning experience can only be ensured through a well-

organized education process. For this reason, the goals and gains to be achieved 

must be supported by a rich content and a qualified learning experience (Bulut & 

Dursun, 2019). The aim of this study is to reveal the current situation by 

examining the textbooks used in Information Technologies and Software Course 

in the curriculum of primary and secondary schools in terms of secure internet use. 

For this purpose, Information Technologies and Software Course textbooks were 

downloaded from the web page of the Ministry of National Education and ―Ethics 

and Security‖ themes were examined through content analysis method. The results 

of the analysis can be summarized below.  

The topic of protection of personal information is mentioned in almost all the 

textbooks. Nowadays, having the knowledge of secure use of the internet, which 

has entered every home and pocket, concerns children as well as adults. It is 

generally known that children use computers at home or parents’ mobile phones 

for playing games or watching videos (Kaşıkçı et al. 2014). With subliminal 

messages placed in games, codes running in the background that allow remote 

control, advertisements placed between games and videos (Tarı, Taşdemir, Özcan, 

& Tarı, 2018), children can easily be distracted. It is essential to repeatedly remind 

students of what level of information should be protected and should not be 

randomly shared on the internet. Perhaps this will enable them to become 

conscious of the possible dangers. 

Security measures is also one of the most commonly mentioned topics in the 

security category. In most of the textbooks, this topic is placed with the topics of 

internet ethics and respect for others. Measures to be taken regarding the use of 

secure internet include instructions about personal information shouldn’t be shared 

with strangers and/or unsafe sites; strong passwords should be set for user 

accounts, reliable and current software should be used against malicious software. 

These suggestions are parallel to the ones made by Yavanoğlu, Sağıroğlu and 

Çolak (2012). 
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Internet ethics and respect to others are the most common topics under the 

category of ethics. While mentioning the possible harms of sharing personal 

information on the internet, the textbooks handles both the topics of not harming 

others and not being harmed by them. There are recommendations to children who 

are at risk of encountering malicious people on the internet at all times on how to 

deal with these problems. 

Other topics related to secure internet use appear to be distributed balanced in 

the books. These topics can be listed as transactions related to digital citizenship, 

violation of ethics, IT crimes, intellectual property, digital footprint, cyber bullying 

and online shopping. Given that the most persistent risk among children are 

bullying and cyberbullying (92%), hate speech (88%) and sexual content (75%) 

(Dinh, Farrugia, O’Neill, Vandoninck, & Velicu, 2016), it can be concluded that 

the trainings and measures to be taken should be increased. 

 

 

Discussion and Suggestions 

 

Every precaution should be taken to protect children from the dangers they 

may face both in the real world and the virtual one. All stakeholders have various 

duties to protect children from risks that may arise from the internet (Gökçearslan 

& Seferoğlu, 2016). Measures should be taken at the government, ministerial, 

school, family and individual levels; and continuous activities should be organized 

to pay enough attention. Measures taken by the government include making 

internet service providers implement various filters (Wishart, 2004) and enacting 

various laws to punish cybercrimes. The Ministry of National Education aims to 

enable students to acquire secure internet use behaviors by the ethical and security 

themes included in the curriculum. Computer course, which was among the 

elective courses before, is now included in the curriculum as a compulsory course 

in the 5
th
 and 6

th
 grades under the name of Information Technologies and 

Software. It is considered necessary to be among the compulsory courses in both 

primary school and 7
th
 and 8

th
 grades because of the importance it holds. Measures 

to be taken by families can be listed as restricting the internet against harmful 

content by using a family profile, using the internet with children, positioning the 

computer to be used by children in a place where everyone can see the screen and 

informing children about the dangers they may encounter (Greenfield, 2004). 

Spending more than 40 hours a week on the internet is a sign of addiction (Soule, 

Shell, & Kleen, 2003). Parents should control the amount of time children spend in 

front of a computer screen.  

Television, with the highest rate of use by children in terms of media use 

(Aslan, Turgut, Göksu, & Aktı-Aslan, 2019), should make broadcasts that will 

mediate awareness raising activities for children on secure internet use. In 

domestic and national cartoons broadcasted on children’s channels, these subjects 

should be handled. Producers can also shoot a documentary film containing the 

damages that may arise when enough attention is not paid to cyber security. The 

evolution of the technology, while easing our lives from many perspectives, will 

keep gradually increasing the factors threatening our kids/future. In this respect, 
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high school and university curricula should be carefully examined and the current 

situation should be put forward regarding the secure internet use keeping the 

precautions up to date. The scope of training and awareness-raising activities on 

secure internet use and IT crimes should be extended to be more inclusive for the 

family, teachers and school administrators. 
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Cognitive and Metacognitive Skills Performed by 

Math Teachers in the Proving Process of Number 

Theory  
 

By Mesut Ozturk
 
 

 
Evaluating the proving process of mathematics teachers is important for the development 

of their proof skills. Developing the proof skills of teachers can contribute to their 

students’ meaningful learning of mathematics. For example, teachers showing simple 

proofs about number theory can make it easier for students to understand the concepts of 

multipliers and factors and the concepts of the greatest common divisor and the least 

common multiple. Within this context, this study was conducted in order to examine the 

cognitive and metacognitive skills performed by math teachers in the proving process. 

The study was conducted as a case study using qualitative research design. A total of 14 

teachers participated in the study, six of which were elementary math teachers and eight 

were secondary math teachers. The data were collected through task-based interviews 

(think-aloud protocol), documents and observation forms. The collected data were 

analysed using the content analysis method. The results of the study showed that, based 

on the operational definition of cognition and metacognitive skills made in this study, 

elementary math teachers generally used cognitive skills, while secondary mathematics 

teachers performed metacognitive skills.  

 

Keywords: proof, math teachers, number theory, elementary, secondary 

 

 

Introduction  

 

Studies in the literature emphasize that proof is important for mathematics 

education as proof requires a high level of mathematical thinking and systematic 

work. However, many students and teachers think that proof is difficult to both 

write and understand (Öztürk& Kaplan, 2019). Thus, they do not tend to lean 

towards the proof process (Knuth, 2002; Raman, 2003). The knowledge and 

thoughts students have regarding proof are related to the knowledge and thoughts 

their teachers have on the subject. Therefore, it is important to examine the 

knowledge and thoughts math teachers have regarding proof. Math teachers with 

advanced proof skills are able to work systematically and perform high level 

mathematical thinking skills. The math learning process of the students of such 

teachers can be positively affected as mathematical proof requires advanced 

cognitive skills and awareness. The awareness of cognition is generally defined as 

a metacognitive skill (Öztürk & Kaplan, 2019). Mathematical proof is extremely 

important for math teachers, however the math curriculum applied in schools in 

Turkey does not contain enough proof related subjects. The Trends in International 

Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) and the Programme for International 

Student Assessment (PISA) have both reported that Turkish students have low 

mathematics skills. The negative results obtained from the TIMSS and PISA led to 

the conducting of this study, which aimed to compare the cognitive and 
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metacognitive skills performed by elementary and secondary math teachers in the 

proving process. 

 

 

Proof in Mathematics Education and Mathematical Proof 

 

Mathematical proof is the process of determining whether a claim is correct or 

not by using mathematical symbols and formulas. The aim of proof in 

mathematics education is to convince the students of the accuracy or inaccuracy of 

mathematical propositions (Aydoğdu-İskenderoğlu, 2016, p. 66). These definitions 

show that there are small but significant differences in the concept of proof in 

math and math education. The main point of distinction is that there is a multiple 

type of proof in mathematics education while there is only one type in 

mathematics. Therefore, the purpose of the proof is different in both disciplines. In 

mathematics, the first demonstration of a theorem's accuracy is proof, and all 

subsequent representations of accuracy (demonstration of accuracy in different 

ways) are representations. The proof contributes to the systematic development of 

math. Once a theorem has been proven, the proof of the other theorems that will 

use the proven theorem as a lemma begins. Unlike math, in math education, proof 

is used for understanding theorems, but also for developing mathematical thinking 

and understanding mathematical concepts (Dawkins & Weber, 2017). 

Many mathematics educators consider proof as an important part of math 

courses and point out that it is necessary to know how to make proofs for 

mathematical applications (Öztürk, Akkan & Kaplan, 2019).Hanna and de Villiers 

(2008) stated that in order to gain the necessary skills to make proofs, individuals 

should be introduced to proofs from early ages. They also determined that math 

curriculums and the attitudes and knowledge of teachers are important to make 

proofs. In general, the number theory course is a course that includes the most 

proofs in the math curriculum. This course and the proofs are related to the maths 

subjects in K-12 education. Therefore, it is important to consider the proofs in the 

number theory course. In addition, number theory is one of the basic courses of 

maths education. Number theory forms the basis for other courses such as algebra. 

If math teachers gain a high level of skills to make proofs, they can teach math 

conceptually and by justifying the accuracy of a claim. The acceptance of a claim 

is related to the validity of the proof. For a proof to be valid, it must be both 

reliable and true for each claim or premise (Tall & Mejia-Ramos, 2010). All this is 

possible through systematic studying and the development of metacognitive skills. 

 

 

Cognition and Metacognition 

 

Cognition is the structure that involves all of the operations in the process of 

completing a task (Öztürk & Kaplan, 2019). It is a mental condition that can be 

used by individuals (Husamah, 2015) and does not require an advance level of 

skill. In other words, it refers to the processes and strategies used by an individual 

to complete a task (Öztürk & Kaplan, 2019). Forrest-Pressley and Waller (1984) 
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considered cognition as a recollection of an individual’s knowledge. Metacognition, 

on the other hand, is when an individual is aware of his/her tactic and strategy 

knowledge or can monitor his/her cognition (Winne & Azevedo, 2014). 

Metacognition means being aware of one’s knowledge and being able to 

organize this knowledge (Flavell, 1976). In other words, metacognition is when an 

individual is aware of his/her own thinking procedures and is able to change and 

organize his/her own thinking (Spruce & Bol, 2015). There are two basic 

categorizations of the concept of metacognition: (1) the knowledge of cognition, 

where the individual is aware of how he/she learns and (2) the regulation of 

cognition which is being able to plan, control, monitor and evaluate one’s 

knowledge (Garner & Alexander, 1989).  

The distinction between cognition and metacognition is related to how 

knowledge is used and what the object of the process is. The skills required to 

complete a task such as knowing strategies, using representations are cognitive 

skills, while the awareness of these skills and thinking in regards to these skills are 

metacognitive skills (Öztürk & Kaplan, 2019; Winne & Azevedo, 2014). Weinert 

(1987) explained metacognition as the awareness of cognition and defined it as 

being the second degree of cognition, in other words, as thinking about thinking. 

Winne and Azevedo (2014) described metacognition as the cognitive features of 

information in the learning process. Note-taking, recognising operational errors 

and comparing results when evaluating a subject or performing a task were 

evaluated as metacognitive skills. When performing the same task, copying and 

using a ready-to-use formula that has been memorized instead of taking notes are 

evaluated as cognitive skills. These skills provide a distinction between cognitive 

and metacognitive knowledge (Öztürk & Kaplan, 2019). The distinction between 

metacognitive skills and cognitive skills is that the former requires awareness, 

high-level thinking or critical thinking, while the latter are used to perform a task 

without the use of any similar skills (automated skills) (Akın, 2013, p. 123). 

 

 

The Purpose of the Study 

 

The literature in mathematics education shows that there has been an increase 

in the studies conducted on mathematical proof in recent years. This demonstrates 

the importance of proof. When the developmental stages of the studies conducted 

on mathematics education were examined, it was seen that firstly descriptive 

studies had been conducted, then these were followed by studies examining 

opinions and finally studies investigating cognitive structures had been carried out. 

The literature regarding proof in math education showed that descriptive studies 

and studies on opinion analysis were adequate; however, studies on cognitive 

structure were inadequate. Öztürk and Kaplan (2019) collected the cognitive 

structures of secondary math teachers in the proving process in two themes: 

cognitive and metacognitive. However, their study was limited to secondary math 

teachers and did not reveal the conditions among elementary math teachers. 

Uncovering the proving process of primary and secondary mathematics teachers in 

Turkey, while emphasizing the current status of mathematics teachers will make it 
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possible to compare the primary and secondary school mathematics teachers. In 

this context the present study aimed to determine the cognitive and metacognitive 

skills performed by math teachers in the proving process. In accordance with this 

purpose, the answers to the following research questions were sought in the present 

study: 

 

1. What are the cognitive and metacognitive skills performed by elementary 

math teachers in the proving process?  

2. What are the cognitive and metacognitive skills performed by secondary 

math teachers in the proving process? 

3. What are the differences between the cognitive and metacognitive skills of 

elementary and secondary math teachers? 

 

 

Method 

 

Research Model 

 

The study was conducted as a case study using qualitative research design. 

Case studies aim to provide an in-depth examination and explanation of a 

phenomenon or a case using a variety of data sources (Creswell, 2007). There are 

various types of case studies including explanatory, descriptive and multiple-case 

studies (Baxter & Jack, 2008). For the present study multiple-case study was 

selected. Multiple-case studies are used to explore the differences within and 

between cases (Baxter & Jack, 2008). Multiple-case study was selected for the 

present study in order to compare the cognitive and metacognitive skills used by 

elementary and secondary math teachers in the proving process. 

 

Participants 

 

The study was conducted with 14 in-service math teachers. Firstly, a total of 

50 teachers, 28 of which were elementary and 22 were secondary math teachers, 

were interviewed for the selection of the sample. The teachers where asked general 

questions such as ―Do you think that you are qualified in proving?‖ and ―Can you 

perform a proof without assistance from others?‖. Through this unstructured 

interview, those of the teachers who considered themselves inadequate by 

expressing that they could only perform memorized proofs or those who stated 

that their thinking levels were not adequate for making proofs were removed from 

the study. Consequently, a total of 14 math teachers, six of which were elementary 

math teachers and eight of which were secondary math teachers participated in the 

study voluntarily. Fifty percent of elementary and secondary math teachers were 

female and the other fifty percent of them were male. Two of the elementary math 

teachers and three of the secondary math teachers had 1-5 years of experience, 

three of the elementary and secondary math teachers had 6-10 years of experience, 

one of the elementary and secondary math teachers had 11-15 years of experience 

and one of the secondary math teachers had 16-20 years of experience. In this 
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study, all participants were informed regarding the study and ensured that their 

personal information would not be shared with anybody. The ethnicity of the 

participants was Turkish. Code names were used for the participants during direct 

transfers. The code names were created by using the Tij matrix encoding. 

According to this coding, Teacher = T; i: Elementary math teacher=E, Secondary 

math teachers=S; j: teacher number= 1-8. For example, TE1: Number one 

elementary math teacher. The R symbol represents the Researcher’s code. 

 

Instrument  

 

Metacognitive skills can generally be examined through the verbal reactions 

given by the person to a situation encountered in the proving process. For 

example, when faced with an obstacle during a problem-solving process, the 

difficulty in solving the problem alone and needing help may reveal metacognitive 

skills with the help of verbal expressions (Veenman, Hout-Wolters & Afflerbach, 

2006). However, determining metacognitive skills through verbal expressions may 

not be sufficient in every case. For example, the metacognitive planning skill of 

determining the suitable strategy in the problem-solving process and making 

systematic operations accordingly requires the examination of not only verbal 

expressions, but also written expressions (Veenman et al., 2006). In this context, in 

order to demonstrate the operations in the proving process and determine the 

metacognitive skills from verbal expressions, task-based interviews were used in 

the study. Observation forms were utilized to determine the non-verbal section of 

the skills performed in more detail. Garner and Alexander (1989) emphasized that 

due to the difficulty in determining metacognitive skills using multiple data 

collection tools is more beneficial. 

In the first stage of the observation forms, four written questions on proving 

were prepared to be used in the task-based interviews. The prepared questions 

were asked to two faculty members in the math education field and to two in the 

mathematics field and their opinions were noted. In line with their opinions, two 

questions for the task-based interviews were prepared based on symbolic and 

verbal expressions. The chosen questions were implemented to one elementary 

and one secondary math teacher. As a result of the implementation, it was 

determined that the problems were solvable for teachers and that they could be 

sufficient in terms of demonstrating the process. In the task-based interviews, the 

teachers were asked to make the proof by using the thinking aloud protocol 

method. By doing so it was aimed to reveal the immediate thoughts of the teachers 

and the questions they ask themselves during this process. The task-based 

interview questions used in the study are presented in Table 1. 
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Table 1. The Task Based Interview Questions Used in the Study and the Reasons 

for their Use 

 Question content 
Q

u
es

ti
o
n

 1
 

Based on Verbal Expression  

Show that the expression ―On the integers set, every number divisible by 3 and 4 can 

be divided into 12‖ is correct. 

1. Is this proposition correct? Why? (How they do intuitive reasoning will be 

examined). 

2. Is the proof you carried out valid? Why and how did you decide? 

3. Why did you do the operations you did? (It is asked suitably for every 

performed operation). 

4. Show that the expression ―On the set of integers, every number divisible by 

7 and 9 can be divided into 63‖ is correct. 

Q
u

es
ti

o
n

 2
 

Based on Symbolic Expression 

Show that P(n):3|(2
2n

-1) is true for ∀ nEZ+. 

1. What does the proposition tell you? (Whether or not the symbolic 

expressions are understood will be examined.)  

2. Is this proposition correct? Why? (How they do intuitive reasoning will be 

examined). 

3. Is the proof you carried out valid? Why and how did you decide? 

4. Why did you do the operations you did? (It is asked suitably for every 

performed operation). 

 

The reasons for selecting the first question are as follows: this question is at a 

suitable level for all teachers to solve, its accuracy can be demonstrated through 

different proving methods, it is suitable in terms of examining whether all the 

conditions are checked for valid proof, it is easy to express verbally and it allows 

the examination of whether symbolic expressions are used or not. The reasons for 

selecting the second question are as follows: it contains symbolic expressions; it is 

suitable in terms of examining whether symbolic expressions are understood and it 

is important in terms of determining whether all conditions are checked in the 

generalization of the proof.  

For the observations, a semi-structured observation form developed by the 

researchers was used. The form was revised and reorganized after the interviews 

and prepared as a 3-point Likert type, in accordance with the task-based 

interviews. If the determined skill was not performed in any of the problems, the 

option ―0‖ was ticked, if it was performed in one problem option ―1‖ was ticked 

and if it was performed in two problems option ―2‖ was ticked. Moreover, records 

were made in the explanation section for various skills exhibited by the teachers 

during the process. 

 

Data Analysis 

 

The data were analyzed using the content analysis method. According to this 

method the collected data were first encoded. In other words, sub-categories were 

constructed. During the initial encodings, only the skills were determined. Later, 

the encodings and the questions asked were re-examined, and the replies from the 

teachers and studies in the literature (Cozza & Oreshkina, 2013; Schoenfeld, 1985; 
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Yang, 2012) were utilized to demonstrate whether the skills were cognitive or 

metacognitive. The data were encoded by the first researcher and determined as 

suitable or unsuitable by the second researcher. At the end of this process, the 

consistence between the two researchers was checked with the Cohen Kappa 

formula. The consistence between the researchers was calculated as .84, which 

indicated that the value coding was highly reliable (Landis & Koch, 1977). The 

sub-categories were categorized according to their common traits. In the study, 

task-based interviews took, on average, approximately 30 minutes. In cases where 

the cognitive or metacognitive characteristics of the skill could not be decided 

from the replies, the teacher was interviewed again. Direct quotations of the 

teachers’ opinions and solutions were added.  

 

Validity and Reliability 

 

Internal validity and external validity studies were conducted to confirm the 

validity of the study. The internal validity of the study was increased by using 

different data collection tools together. The external validity of the study was 

increased by explaining participation in detail and taking direct excerpts from the 

statements of the participants. 

To ensure the reliability of the study, it was made sure that the research 

process was consistent within itself (research model, participants, data collection 

tools and analysis of collected data). The research process was carried out by the 

first researcher while the second and third researchers controlled the research 

process continuously. 

 

 

Results 

 

The results of the study are presented in three parts: (1) cognitive and 

metacognitive skills performed in the proof process of elementary math teachers, 

(2) cognitive and metacognitive skills performed in the proof process of secondary 

math teachers and (3) comparison of cognitive and metacognitive skills in the 

proof process of elementary and secondary math teachers.  

 

Cognitive and Metacognitive Skills Performed by Elementary Math Teachers 

in the Proof Process  

 

The cognitive and metacognitive skills performed by the elementary math 

teachers in the proof process were collected in three categories: verification, 

explanation and generalization. 

 

Cognitive and Metacognitive Skills Performed under the Verification 

Category by the Elementary Math Teachers 

 

It was determined that the elementary math teachers participating in the study 

performed three cognitive and three metacognitive skills relevant to the 
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verification category. The cognitive skills were ―Read the proposition in one‖, 

―Reading the proposition step by step‖ and ―Heuristically checking the 

proposition‖. The metacognitive skills were ―Reading the proposition repeatedly‖, 

―Making a guess‖ and ―Drawing a diagram or a table‖.  

The elementary math teachers read the proposition which include two step by 

step verbal statements. The observation form showed that five elementary math 

teachers (TE1 E3 E4 E5 E6) read proposition for the first time. In other words, they read 

the proposition as a whole. The form showed that TE2 read the proposition step by 

step and checked the accuracy of the proposition intuitively. This sub-category 

was detected with the observation form and task-based interviews. TE1 said that 

―The proof I made was not valid, because the proof I made was very simple and 

ordinary. In other words, I did not use any symbols. I only wrote the explanation.‖ 

From this expression it can be said that TE1 did not know whether his proof was 

valid or not. Thus, the sub-category of ―Heuristically checking the proposition‖ 

was considered as a cognitive skill.  

Two of the elementary math teachers read the proposition repeatedly. The 

opinions of teachers showed that this sub-category was a metacognitive skill. For 

example, TE2 said that: 

 

―I read it a few times to find out what to do. In the first part of the proposition 

it says that every integer is divisible by 3 and 4. Does it say every because 

there are special cases that are not?‖  

 

This statement showed that TE2 was aware of why he was reading the 

proposition repeatedly. Thus, it was determined that this sub-category was a 

metacognitive skill. TE2 also said that he guessed the proof of the proposition and 

then he checked its accuracy in his mind. This sub-category was metacognitively 

controlled, thus it was considered as a metacognitive skill. Some of participates 

(TE1E3E4E5E6) drew diagrams or table and their explanation showed that they aimed 

to comprehend the proposition by doing so. Thus, it was determined that the sub-

category of ―drawing a diagram or a table‖ was a metacognitive skill. 

 
Cognitive and Metacognitive Skills Performed under the Explanation 

Category by the Elementary Math Teachers 

 

It was determined that the elementary math teachers participating in the study 

performed two cognitive and five metacognitive skills relevant to the explanation 

category. The cognitive skills were ―trial-error strategy‖ and ―Proving the opposite 

of the proposition‖. The metacognitive skills were ―Determining a key idea‖, 

―Proving it in his/her mind before writing the proof‖, ―Making a decision‖, 

―Asking questions in the proof process‖ and ―Establishing relationship between 

the steps‖.  

While many teachers decided whether they could make the proof or not, some 

teachers (TE5E6)  made this decision without thinking and preferred to see the proof 

by trying. The teachers tried to make the proof of the proposition, however they 

then decided that they could not. In this sense, the trial-error strategy for proving 
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process was considered as a cognitive skill. TE2 proved the opposite of the 

proposition. However, this proof was not valid and the teacher was not aware of it. 

Thus, the sub-category of ―Proving the opposite of the proposition‖ was 

considered as a cognitive skill. 

It was observed that TE1 determined a key idea for proof. The verbal 

expression of the teacher showed that he was aware of the importance of 

determining a key idea. Thus, it was considered that the sub-category of 

―Determining a key idea‖ was a metacognitive skill. Four of the elementary math 

teachers (TE1E3E4E5E6) proved it in their minds before they wrote down the proof. 

This indicated that they checked the proof in their minds, thus the sub-category of 

―Proving it in his/her mind before writing the proof‖ was determined as a 

metacognitive skill. TE1 stated that he didn’t show the proof of the proposition 

because his knowledge level was not adequate. On the other hand, TE2 said that ―I 

think the proof I made is not valid, because I didn’t use any symbolic expressions.‖ 

This expression showed that TE2 evaluated the proof himself. Thus, the sub-

category of ―Making a decision‖ was considered as a metacognitive skill. Three 

teachers (TE1E2E3) asked themselves questions during the proof process. As 

questioning is a part of metacognition, the sub-category of ―Asking questions in 

the proof process‖ was considered as a metacognitive skill. In the observation 

form of TE1, it was determined that the participant correlated with the proof steps. 

Establishing relationships is necessary for metacognitive monitoring. Thus, the 

sub-category of ―Establishing relationship between the steps‖ was considered as a 

metacognitive skill.  

 

Cognitive and Metacognitive Skills Performed under the Generalization 

Category by the Elementary Math Teachers 

 

It was determined that elementary math teachers performed three cognitive 

skills and one metacognitive skill relevant to the generalization category. The 

cognitive skills were ―Justifications dependent on authority‖, ―Justifications based 

on examples‖ and ―Pattern generalization‖ and the metacognitive skill was 

―Symbolic justification‖.  

TE2 justified the proof of the proposition based on authority and stated the 

following: 

 

―... when all multiples of 4 are divided by 3, they give the remainder of 1. So, 

if we consider the opposite, i.e. subtracting 1 from the forces of 4, the number 

is divided by 3. I’ve seen this proposition be proven this way before.‖ 

 

These expressions give the impression that TE2 based his proof justification to 

a source he saw before and remained loyal to the authority. It was observed that 

four of the elementary math teachers (TE1E3E4E5E6) made justifications based on 

examples. A statement made by one of these teachers, namely TE6 is as follows: 

 

―Let’s try a few numbers divisible by 3. Then let's try a few numbers divisible 

by 4. Each number that can be divided into 12 can be divided by… [creates a 
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table] … Let us create a table for 100. Let us include numbers that can be 

divided both into 3 and 4 in this table… [shows it on the table.] …‖ [TE6] 

 

These sentences showed that the teacher was justifying his proof based on 

examples. It can be seen from the task card of TE6 that the ―Justifications based on 

examples‖ skill was performed. Figure 1 is an example for justification based on 

examples. 

 

Figure 1. An example for Justifications Based one Examples [TE6] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[03.04] R: Is your diagram enough to prove the proposition? 

[03.19] TE6: No, not from the point of the proof methods we know. In other 

words, it does match proof methods like reasoning and deduction. However, I 

proved it using a model. 

[03.56] R: Are the proofs made with diagrams or models valid? 

[04.05] TE6: Proofs made with diagrams or models are valid because they give 

the correct result. 

[04.23] R: Then how can we show that a number that can be divided by 7 and 

9 can also be divided by 63? 

[04.47] TE6: We can do it the same way. However, this time a table for 1000 

must be formed. 

 

Figure 1 shows that TE6 made a proof based on examples. This type of 

justification requires teachers to use only knowledge. It is not necessary to think 

about cognition. Thus, the sub-category of ―Justifications based on examples‖ was 

considered as a cognitive skill. It was observed that five participants TE1E3E4E5E6 

made pattern generalizations to show the accuracy of the proposition instead of 

using the inductive method. Below are statements made by TE2, which can be 

given as an example for the generalization pattern. 

 

―I will divide each value I find into 12. This is 12 once, this is twice, and this 

is 3 times … if it goes on like this, then we can reach a result like 12.n. In 

other words, we can reach the result by generalizing the pattern.‖ 

 

These expressions indicated that TE2 made proof via a generalization pattern. 

This skill is only necessary for cognitive operations and does not require any 
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metacognitive awareness. Thus, it was considered that the sub-category of 

―Generalization pattern‖ was a cognitive skill. 

Two of the elementary math teachers (TE2E4) used symbolic justification for 

the proof of the proposition. These teachers used symbolic expression task cards 

for their proofs and emphasized that their proofs were valid owing to the fact that 

they were made systematically and by using symbolic expressions. They used 

metacognitive monitoring and metacognitive awareness to determine the validity 

of their proofs, thus, the sub-category of ―Symbolic justification‖ was considered 

as metacognitive skill.  

 

Cognitive and Metacognitive Skills Performed by Secondary Math Teachers 

in the Proof Process 

 

The cognitive and metacognitive skills performed by the secondary math 

teachers in the proof process were collected in three categories: verification, 

explanation and generalization. 

 

Cognitive and Metacognitive Skills Performed under the Verification 

Category by the Secondary Math Teachers 

 

It was determined that the secondary math teachers performed three cognitive 

and four metacognitive skills relevant to the verification category. The cognitive 

skills were ―Read the proposition in one‖, ―Reading the proposition step by step‖ 

and ―Basing the proof on a previous theorem‖. The metacognitive skills were 

―Reading the proposition repeatedly‖, ―Making a guess‖, ―Drawing a diagram or a 

table‖, and ―Questioning the correctness of the proposition‖. 

It was observed that TS5  read the proposition step by step when she read it for 

the first time. However, when the other teachers read the proposition for the first 

time it was seen that they read it as a whole. The reading skills of the secondary 

math teachers were determined through the observation form. Three of the 

teachers verified the proposition by basing the proof on a previous theorem. TS6 

stated that ―as there are relatively prime numbers, the proposition is correct. I 

read in a book that there is such a rule for the number containing relatively prime 

numbers” and also said “What is this theorem? I tried to remember it… I am 

thinking whether I proved it or not.‖ These expressions showed that TS6 determined 

the accuracy of the proof through the method he had memorized. 

The observation form showed that five secondary math teachers (TS1S4S5S6S8) 

read the proposition repeatedly. The statements of made by the teachers revealed 

that they re-read the proposition because they didn’t understand it. This showed 

that they were aware of their understanding, in other words they performed 

metacognitive awareness. Thus, it was considered that the sub-category of 

―Reading the proposition repeatedly‖ was a metacognitive skill. Five of secondary 

math teachers (TS1S5S6S7S8) made guesses about the proof of the proposition. For 

example, TS7 said ―I think it can be solved from the difference of two squares. 

Perhaps I will get a result by trying this. But I won’t be able to solve it‖. This 

expression indicated that TS7 was aware of her own knowledge. In other words, 
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she had cognitive knowledge. Thus, the ―Making a guess‖ sub-category was 

considered as a metacognitive skill.TS6 drew a diagram for the proof of the 

proposition and stated that ―Proof cannot be done with a model. However, in order 

to see the proposition more clearly, drawing a diagram and creating a table is 

important. Of course, it is not one of the proof methods, but makes the event more 

understandable in our minds.‖  

This statement showed that TS6 drew the diagram for comprehension and was 

aware that drawing a diagram was not proof. This situation requires metacognitive 

awareness. Thus, the sub-category of ―Drawing a diagram or a table‖ was 

considered as a metacognitive skill. TS7 questioned the correctness of the 

proposition and stated the following: ―I checked if it is correct with a few examples 

and found that it is. The proposition is correct but I could not reach a general 

result…‖ The statement indicated that TS7 was questioning the accuracy of the 

proposition. Questioning is an important part of metacognitive monitoring. Thus, it 

was considered that the sub-category of ―Questioning the correctness of the 

proposition‖ was a metacognitive skill. 
 

Cognitive and Metacognitive Skills Performed under the Explanation 

Category by the Secondary Math Teachers 
 

It was determined that the secondary math teachers participating in the study 

performed two cognitive and three metacognitive skills relevant to the explanation 

category. The cognitive skills were ―Trial-error strategy‖ and ―Proving the 

opposite of the proposition‖. The metacognitive skills were ―Determining a key 

idea‖, ―Proving it in his/her mind before writing the proof‖ and ―Justified 

according to the axiomatic proof scheme‖. 

Four secondary math teachers (TS2S4S5S8) decided whether they could make 

the proof or not, some teachers made this decision without thinking and preferred 

to see the proof by trial-error strategy. For example, TS4 said that ―If nothing in my 

mind regarding a solution appears, then I try to prove it by trial-error.‖ This 

expression indicated that TS4 used the trial-error strategy. In addition, it also 

showed that he was not aware of proof. Thus, it was considered that the sub-

category of ―Trial-error strategy‖ was a cognitive skill. Two of the secondary math 

teachers (TS3S8)  showed that the opposite of the proposition was accurate. When 

TS3, who showed the opposite of the proposition, was asked ―Would showing the 

opposite of the proposition to be correct be adequate in showing the accuracy of 

the proposition?‖, he answered by saying ―Yes. It is adequate in showing that the 

proposition is correct.‖ TS8, after proving the opposite of the proposition, said: ―I 

do not know if proof can be done by showing the opposite of the proposition, 

because I had to reach twelve by starting with three and four. Let’s try a=3k and 

a=4l.‖ These expressions showed that TS8 demonstrated cognitive skills in the 

proving process as she had wrong information and was not aware of this fact. 

Six secondary math teachers (TS2S3S4S6S7S8) determined a key idea for proof 

and outlined the limits of the proof in a general sense. For example, TS4 said that 

―First of all I select the divisor numbers that are divisible into three and four. 

When I take any a number, it will be the divisible of 3 and 4.‖ These expressions 
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showed that TS4 determined a key idea, which ensured the detected limit of the 

proof. In other words, he aimed to make the proof easier. Therefore, as 

determining a key idea requires an advanced level of skill, it was considered that 

this sub-category was a metacognitive skill. Four of the secondary math teachers 

(TS1S4S7S8) made the proof in their minds before writing it down. For example, TS1 

said ―When I read the question certain things appear in my mind. I check the 

accuracy in my mind.‖ This showed that TS1 solved the proposition in his mind 

before writing it down. This requires controlled metacognitive. Thus, the sub-

category of ―Proving it in his/her mind before writing the proof‖ was considered as 

a metacognitive skill. Six secondary math teachers (TS2S4S5S6S7S8) justified their 

proofs according to the axiomatic proof scheme. Statements from two of the six 

teachers are given below:  
 

―I believe that the proof I made is correct, because the induction method 

shows accuracy for all numbers. In other words, if we assume that they 

resemble dominos, when we trip one domino, they all fall down. Now the 

operation I have made here is for both 1 and 2. The induction principle is 

always used for positive integers. Here it verifies for all integers‖. [TS2] 

―I am sure that the answer is correct, because I considered all situations by 

examining them step by step. In other words, I checked all situations. This 

strengthened my belief that the proof is valid. But I cannot say it is final. I 

should have checked it, however, I thought that the proof was correct as I had 

found the result. Nevertheless, I should have checked it.‖ [TS5] 
 

These expressions showed that the teachers justified their proofs according to 

the axiomatic proof scheme. This proof scheme requires a high-order level of 

thinking and questioning all situations. Thus, the sub-category of ―justified 

according to the axiomatic proof scheme‖ was considered as a metacognitive skill.   
 

Cognitive and Metacognitive Skills Performed under the Generalization 

Category by the Secondary Math Teachers 

 

It was determined that the secondary math teachers performed one cognitive 

skill and one metacognitive skill relevant to the generalization category. The 

cognitive skill was ―Justifications dependent on authority‖, while the metacognitive 

skill was ―Symbolic justification‖. 

Four secondary math teachers (TS2S5S6S8) justified the proof based on authority 

when they evaluated it. For example, TS8 said that ―I had seen this proof in a 

textbook. Therefore, I know that the proof is correct.‖ These expressions indicated 

TS8 evaluated the accuracy of her proof according to a textbook. In other words, it 

can be said that she evaluated the accuracy of her proof based on authority. 

Justification that depends on authority doesn’t require any metacognitive skill. 

Thus, it was considered that the sub-category of ―Justifications dependent on 

authority‖ was a cognitive skill. 

Seven secondary math teachers (TS1S3S4S5S6S7S8) made justifications based on 

symbolic expressions. Figure 2 and the statements of TS8’s are examples for 

symbolic justification.  
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Figure 2. An Example for Symbolic Justification [TS8]  

 

―The proof is not completed but I say it is. Because I know I’ve forgotten. 

After all, something clear has to come out; but nothing is clear. We write 

hypothesis-judgment, we do it all accordingly. This proof is not complete.‖ 

[TS8]  

 

Figure 2 showed that TS8 only used symbolic expressions. Symbolic 

justification requires the use of unknown and variable concepts, and a high-order 

level of thinking. Thus, it was considered that the sub-category of ―Symbolic 

justification‖ was a metacognitive skill.  

 

Comparison of the Cognitive and Metacognitive Skills Performed by 

Elementary and Secondary Math Teachers in the Proving Process 

 

Table 2 shows the comparison of cognitive and metacognitive skills 

performed by elementary and secondary math teachers in the proving process. It 

can be seen from Table 2 that among the math teachers the most frequently 

observed sub-category was ―Read the proposition in one‖, and the least frequency 

observed sub-categories were ―Questioning the correctness of the proposition‖ and 

―Establishing relationships between the steps‖. The most frequently observed sub-

categories among the elementary math teachers were ―Read the proposition in 

one‖ and ―Generalization pattern‖. Both of these sub-categories were considered 

as cognitive skills. The most frequently observed sub-categories as metacognitive 

skills of the elementary math teachers were ―Drawing a diagram or a table‖ and 

―Proving it in his/her mind before writing the proof‖. The most frequently 

observed sub-categories among the elementary math teachers were ―Read the 

proposition in one‖ and ―Symbolic justification‖. The former of these categories 

was considered as a cognitive skill, while the latter was a metacognitive skill. The 

elementary math teachers generally used cognitive skills, while the secondary 

math teachers generally applied metacognitive skills. 
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Table 2.Comparison of the Cognitive and Metacognitive Skills in Performed by the Elementary and Secondary Math Teachers during them 

Proving Process 
  Elementary math teachers Secondary math teachers Total 

  Skills TE1 TE2 TE3 TE4 TE5 TE6 f TS1 TS2 TS3 TS4 TS5 TS6 TS7 TS8 f tf 

C
o

g
n
it

iv
e 

Verification Read the proposition in one X  X X X X 5 X X X X  X X X 7 12 

Reading the proposition step by step  X     1     X    1 2 

Heuristically checking the 

proposition 
X X     

2 
        

- 2 

Basing the proof on a previous 

theorem 
      

- 
 X   X X   

3 3 

Explanation Trial-error strategy     X X 2  X  X X   X 4 6 

Proving the opposite of the 

proposition 
 X     

1 
  X     X 

2 3 

Generalization Justification dependent on authority  X     1  X   X X  X 4 5 

Justification dependent on examples   X X X X 4         - 4 

Pattern generalization  X X X X X 5         - 5 

M
et

ac
o

g
n

it
iv

e 

Verification Reading the proposition repeatedly X X     2 X   X X X  X 5 7 

Making a guess  X     1 X    X X X X 5 6 

Drawing a diagram or a table   X X X X 4      X   1 5 

Questioning the correctness of the 

proposition 
      

- 
      X  

1 1 

Explanation Determining a key idea X      1  X X X  X X X 6 7 

Proving it in his/her mind before 

writing the proofproof 
 X X  X X 

4 
X   X   X X 

4 8 

Making a decision X X     2         - 2 

Questioning the proving process X X X    3         - 3 

Establishing relationship between 

the steps 
X      

1 
        

- 1 

Justified according to the axiomatic 

proof scheme 
      

- 
 X  X X X X X 

6 6 

Generalization Symbolic justification  X  X   2 X  X X X X X X 7 9 
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Conclusion and Discussion 

 

The present study aimed to determine and compare the cognitive and 

metacognitive skills performed by elementary and secondary math teachers during 

the proving process. The cognitive skills performed by math teachers regarding 

reading the proposition were ―Read the proposition in one‖ and ―Reading the 

proposition step by step‖. Öztürk and Kaplan (2019) reported that skills related to 

reading were cognitive skill. Yang (2012) expressed that reading step by step for 

the proving process was a cognitive skill. The relevant result obtained in the 

present study was consistent with the results of these studies. It was observed that 

elementary math teachers heuristically checked the accuracy of the proposition. 

This result confirms the earlier findings of Öztürk and Kaplan (2019). The 

secondary math teachers, on the other hand, checked the accuracy of the 

proposition based on previous theorems. This finding was also consistent with the 

findings of the earlier studies of Öztürk and Kaplan (2019). Many teachers decided 

whether they could make the proof or not, some teachers made this decision 

without thinking and preferred to see by trying to make the proof. In this sense, the 

trial-error strategy for the proving process was considered as a cognitive skill. This 

finding was consistent with the findings of earlier studies on proof and problem-

solving (Cozza & Oreshkina, 2013; Öztürk & Kaplan, 2019). Many of the teachers 

chose to prove the opposite of the proposition. This result was in line with the 

findings obtained by Stavrou (2014). It was determined that the elementary and 

secondary math teachers justified the proof of the proposition based on authority. 

This finding was consistent with the findings of previous studies (Harel & Sowder, 

1998; Öztürk & Kaplan, 2019). Elementary math teachers were found to justify 

their proof based on examples. This result confirms earlier findings (Harel & 

Sowder, 1998). Many elementary math teachers chose pattern generalization for 

their proof. There are studies in this field that have declared that pattern 

generalization is a cognitive skill (Čadež & Kolar, 2015; Öztürk & Kaplan, 2019). 

It was determined that reading the proposition repeatedly was a metacognitive 

skill, as it requires to be aware of why one reads the proposition repeatedly. Yang 

(2012) reported that reading a proposition repeatedly was a metacognitive skill. 

The relevant result of the present study was consistent with the results of their 

study. Some of the math teachers in the present study made guesses to make their 

proof. Making a guess was considered as a metacognitive skill, as it requires 

metacognitive control. Schraw (1998) pointed out that ―making a guess by 

determining a target‖ was a metacognitive skill aimed at planning. Everson and 

Tobias (1998) also emphasized that guessing was a metacognitive skill. This 

finding is consistent with the findings of previous studies. The results also revealed 

both elementary and secondary math teachers drew diagrams or tables during the 

proof process. When the relevant results were compared, it was found that 

diagrams and tables were used to comprehend the proposition. However, this 

method was not really preferred by secondary math teachers. Gourgey (1998) 

stated that drawing a shape is important for understanding, and that this skill is 

metacognitive. Depaepe, Corte and Verschaffel (2010) also expressed that drawing 

shapes or making a table during problem solving processes are metacognitive 
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skills. However, contrary of these statements, Yang (2012) determined that 

drawing a shape during a proof process to understand what is being said was a 

cognitive skill. Yang’s (2012) study is a scale development work, and the fact that 

no interviews were made, may have caused him to assess this skill as a cognitive 

skill. Secondary math teachers questioned the correctness of the proposition. This 

skill was considered as a metacognitive skill, because questioning is a part of 

metacognitive monitoring. Many studies have reported that questioning is a 

metacognitive skill (Öztürk & Kaplan, 2019; Öztürk et al., 2019). 

The math teachers also determined a key idea for proof. The relevant 

statements of the math teachers showed that they were aware of the importance of 

determining a key idea. This finding was consistent with the findings of previously 

conducted studies (Öztürk & Kaplan, 2019; Raman, 2003). The results of the 

present study showed that the math teachers made the proof in their minds before 

writing it down. They stated that they did so to check it first. Thus, this sub-

category was considered as a metacognitive skill. Öztürk and Kaplan (2009) 

emphasized that secondary math teachers made the proofs in their minds first and 

then actualized them. This result of the present study was consistent with their 

study. Many elementary math teachers made a decision with proof. Their 

expressions showed that they had knowledge of cognition. Thus, it was considered 

that the sub-category of ―Making a decision‖ was a metacognitive skill. Öztürk 

and Kaplan (2019) reported that making a decision was a metacognitive skill. This 

result is consistent with prior research. Many elementary math teachers established 

relationships between the steps of the proof. It was considered that this skill was a 

metacognitive skill, because establishing relationships is necessary for 

metacognitive monitoring. This finding is consistent with the findings of earlier 

studies (Schoenfeld, 1985; Yang, 2012). Secondary math teachers justified their 

proof according to the axiomatic proof scheme. The axiomatic proof scheme 

requires a high-order level of thinking and questioning all situations (Tall & 

Mejia-Ramos, 2010). The math teachers also justified their proof using symbolic 

expressions. Schoenfeld (1985) stated that the use of symbolic expressions was a 

metacognitive skill. In contrast, Yang (2012) indicated that the use of symbolic 

expressions for reading proofs was a cognitive skill. 

This study was conducted with several limitations. The number of participants 

was the first of these limitations. As the study was conducted according to the case 

study model, a qualitative research design, it was aimed to make a detailed 

investigation and therefore the sample was limited. Future researchers could 

conduct studies examining the proof process by using mixed research methods 

with larger samples. Another limitation of the study was that only the cognitive 

structure was considered. Recently, considering the developments in medical 

science, it is also possible to examine mental structures with the help of Functional 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (FMRI) and Positron-Emission Tomography (PET). 

In this context, future researchers can examine the mental process of making 

proofs. 

The results of this study showed that elementary math teachers generally used 

cognitive skills, while secondary math teachers generally applied metacognitive 

skills. Given that proof is important for school mathematics, teachers are expected 
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to make better proofs and know what they are doing and why. In other words, the 

high number of metacognitive skills used by teachers is important for students to 

learn mathematics meaningfully. In this context, the use of metacognition-based 

instructions in the courses for proof-making skills may contribute to the 

development of metacognitive skills performed by teachers in the process of 

making proofs. 
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